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"Electro" Amateur Wireless Phones
We herewith pre-

sent our now amateur
type wireless phones
which aro superior
to anything as yet.
Our No. 1806 phones
which are in use now
by the United States
Government, Mar-
coni and the United
Wireless Co.'s are of
course of higher
grade but our new
phones are in every
respect built as care-
fully, the only differ-
ence being that the
finish is not so elab-
orate. These phones
have 1000 ohms each
receiver and are
wound with No. 50
single silk covered
wire. These phones

have double pole magnets which are extremely powerful
and made especially for wireless. The head band is adios -
table and leather covered, and impossible to catch your
hair. The receivers fit the head perfectly. The weight is 16
ounces. With this set we furnish a beautiful finished six
foot green cord with nickle plated tips. The phones are
made with swivel arrangements which make good fit pos-
sible. A test will convince you that our phones are superior
to any other make and we shall be pleased to send you 
set of these phones on receipt of V. deposit, with privilege
to inspect same. If not satisfactory we shall refund the
money.

No. 8070 two thousand Ohm phones as described,
complete,

$4.50
By mail extra 22 cents, packed in box. Send 2c stamp for
our new 128 page wireless cyclopedia Nap. 7 containing
lots of information on wireless, diagrams. etc.

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO,
"BVERYTFUNG FOR 86-z West Broadway,
THE EXPERIMENTER" New York

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

Just Prom The Press
OPERATORS' WIRELESS TELEGRAPH

AND TELEPHONE HAND -BOOK
lEy VICTOR H. LAUGHTER

by
direct from

factory and in no other
way

arTsaolde

Dealers and agents' profits
andevery unnecessary cost eliminated.

Every dollar is piano value through
andthrough, the best that 40 years of experience can produce.

AN ABSOLUTELY FREE TRIALfor 20 days, in your own home, no cost or obligation.ALL FREIGHTS PAID and
ubnyparui.'

Pioneers of the direct plan of piano selling,
alleled success has brought forth many kritators, but

nocompetitors, either as to the excellence of product or the
integrity and economy of our methods. FAtv years of daily
increasing business and 45,000 satisfied buyests testify to this.
Ask a Wing customer what he thinks

ofWing Pianos and Wing methods. We will send
you names in your locality for the asking,
FREE "THE BOOK OF COMPLETE

INFORMATION ABOUT PIANOS."
A copyrighted book of 152 pages with many illustrations.
A complete reference book on the piano subject.
History of the piano, descriptions of every part, how to
judge good and bad materials, workmanship, etc.
Teaches you how to buy intelligently. You need this
book. Free for the asking from the old house of

WING & SON, 371.384 W. 13th St., New York

When writing please mention "Modern Eleetrics."

LOOK
at the enormous saving in space in favor of

American Enamelled Magnet Wire

the adopted standard of wireless maStatesnufac-

turers and approved by the United

Government.
All sizes from No. 16 to 40 in stock, and

prices right.

American
Electric Fuse Co.

NewMuskegon,
Mich.

York, N. V.

Ask your Dealer

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics." When writing please mention "Modern isieetries."

UP-TO-DATE and
most complete
treatise on the

subject yet published.
Gives t h e historical
work of early investi-
gators on up to the
present day. Describes
in detail the construc-
tion of an experimental
wireless set. How to
wind spark coil and di-
mensions of all sirs
coils. The tuning of 
wireless station is fully
explained with points
on the construction of
he various instruments.

A special chapter on
the study of wireless
telegraphy is given and
the rules of the Naval
stations with all codes,
abbreviations, etc., and

other matter Interesting to one who takes up this study.
The most difficult points have been explained in non-

technical language and can be understood by the layman.
Wireless telephony is given several chapters and all the
systems in use are shown with photographs and drawings.

By some practical work and a close study of this treatise
one can soon master all the details of wireless telegraphy.

Sold by booksellers generally or sent postpaid to
any address upon receipt of price.

12mo., Cloth, 200 Pages Fully Illustrated, and with
Six additional Pull -Page Halftone Illustrations
Showing the Installation of "Wireless" on the
U. B. War Ships and Ocean Liners - - $1.00

FREDERICK J. DRAKE & CO., Publishers
11. E. FISHER BUILDING - CHICAGO, ILL.

Send for Cat laot FREE .

morlern Flert firs" guarantees the reliability of its advertisers.
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trrir,6z Apparatits
BY 20 WIRELESS EXPERTS

64 Pages, 75 Illustrations

A NEW WIRELESS HANDBOOK
CONTENTS :

How to make a loose coupler.
How to make a microphone detector.
How to make a simple antenna switch.
How to make a spark gap muffler.
How to make a 1000 -ohm relay.
How to make a carborundum detector.
How to make a bare point electrolytic detector.
How to make a selective tuner with weeding out circuit.
How to make a coil vibrator attachment.
How to make an electrolytic detector.
How to suspend and insulate aerials.
How to make an iron pipe aerial.
How to make a tantalum detector.
How to make a small transformer.
How to make a transmitting helix.
How to make a potentiometer.
How to make an interrupter and detector combined.
How to make an electrical resonance apparatus.
How to make a wireless without aerial.
How to make a talking condenser.
How to make a two-mile wireless station.
How to make a tuning coil.
How to make a silicon detector.
How to make the simplest and most efficient wave detectors.
How to operate a wireless by speech only.

PRICE 25C PREPAID I

Our new book is the only one of its kind, and contains more informa-
tionon the construction of wireless instruments and apparatus than any
other book ever published-no matter what its price.

It contains description of twenty-five (25) different pieces of apparatus,
fully illustrated. Clear photographs of the actual apparatus, diagrams,

dimensions
and sketches of the necessary pieces will be found inkreat profusion.

of oTIle contents were taken from articles published in the first volume
theinm "ERN ELECTRICS. All were carefully re-edited, and most of

rillustrated with new, clear sketches, etc.
must A book that every experimenter and amateur in the wireless art

Possess.

Stain ReadY for delivery now. Send money or express order, or coin.
PS and checks not accepted.

144141t Eirrtrirs VW:titration
N84 EWEWST BrA0DAR,AYK
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20 Beautiful Volumes
29 Able Authors

42
Popular Biographies
7,568 Ample Pages
Actual Size of Volumes,

7jzx5t2 in.

Remarkable
Sacrifice Sale e
Valuable Books
MIIIIMIIIIMIIIIMM.m...............m.

WE are closing out, at a bargain, a few sets of the" Makers
of American History," a library of popular biog-
raphy which contains some of the most interesting and

instructive reading ever published. In these 20 large and beautiful
volumes will be found the life -stories of forty-two great Americans
- men who moulded the history of the nation. Each biography
is a complete story in itself, written by some eminent authority,
such as Capt. A. T. Mahan, Gen. J. G. Wilson, Gen. Fitzhugh Lee,
Prof. W. G. Sumner, James Schouler, and others equally well
known. One volume is devoted to Abraham Lincoln, in whom
centers special interest in this centenary year. The narrative of
American history from the earliest times down to the close of the
Civil war period Is interwoven in these lives.

No OtherWork Like It
To read these volumes is to be grandly entertained and at the

same time to come into intimate contact with the great heroic
characters in American history. This is the only work which
covers the whole field and is at the same time of distinguished
authorship. For an hour's pleasant reading or for serious study no
other work will compare with it. There is not a dull page in the
entire 20 volumes, which are beautifully printed, bound in art cloth,
and illustrated with portraits and other illustrations, maps, plans,
etc. Every hero and patriot is treated, not in the dry and technical
form so common to biography, but in a simple, fascinating style
that will appeal to all who enjoy good, wholesome reading.

Here's Our Great Offer
M.B.
1-10.

THE
UNIVERSITY

SOCIETY,
New York.

0%) Please send ale

20 beautiful volumes, carriage paid tor five days' examination. f,liCtishteao.parys' mi i,ig;hk'i ntfeol Yr s: reovux,f:a1 Ambueiaine 5:sr!calOn receipt of the accompanying coupon, we will send you the complete
-satisfactory, I wAl pav you

range

thereafter satisfactory
and it a

Note our liberal offer. The books are subject to return at our expense 4

D o you think you can afford to rniss this chance? been p a i d .

. r i 0n On aeeePtance

If notif you do not find them, as we claim, a most unusual bargain. qi$ -

me whatever.

will notify you, so that y
for its return at no exPeuse

WeWe have on hand a few sets of this splendid library which,

from handling in our stock room are not in perfect condition.
For all practical purposes they are as good as new; in fact,

an expert could hardly tell the difference. The lot is so

small we have decided to close them out for $1.00
down and $1.00 a month until the full amount of the special limited clearance price,

$19.50, has been paid. The subscription price is $30.00. tc0

FREE for 5 Days

THE UNIVERSITY SOCIETY,
44-60 EAST 23rd STREET,

NEW YORK.
NAddressam.e. ..................

. ........................................................

Whim .11°d.r. IS1.6"1"."
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The Mastery of Inertia
A Review of Progress in a Difficult Field.

By CLARENCE B. FOWLER.

doefyLcee, the capacity or electrical inertia
besitnav_h.o.rtest line of wire. We can at
of edc°!cl inertia or resort to methods
been dorlirel it,

and much good work has

lessa
Transanin both directions.

antic telegraphy was more or
the mirror galvanometer,

until Lord Kelvin invented
CfaubIllyesi.ndica galvanometer, which success-

itsted the minute currents in the

a
weightlesssubcecaemss was due to the use of

of light as the indi-

"Something more subtile is needed-a

medium
devoid of all mechanical iner-

tia," declared a noted electrical authority,

after reviewing certain attempts to solve

the problem of the telephone relay.
Though spoken many years ago, these
words still hold true. Inventors still find,
as then, that their every step towards the
solution of not only this, but many other
alluring problems, is hindered by the old
enemy-Inertia.

Inertia has been aptly defined as that
repugnance to change of state which is
characteristic of all matter. Thus a body
at rest or in motion tends to so con-
tinue, and a much greater expenditure of
energy is required it from one
to the other condition, than to maintain
it in motion. But most important of all,
it takes time to accumulate this additional
energy of transition.

In dealing with matter and mass the
laws of inertia are as inexorable as those
of gravitation, and we can as well hope
to overcome one as the other. Yet many
go on in apparent disregard of such facts,
as evidenced by the recent invention of
an apparatus for electrical vision employ -
19g the old scheme of minute image sub-
division in conjunction with the phenom-
ena of vision persistence, when it has
long ago been demonstrated that the suc-
cessful transmission of a very small view
along these lines necessitates the use of
about a million electrical impulses per
second; a rate far too rapid for the me-chanical.in of any known receptive

eating and magnifying lever, whose move-
ments over a scale indicated the dots and
clashes of the Morse code. Our most
sensitive current measurers, the oscillo-
graph and Korn's telephotograph receiv-
er, are but refinements of the mirror -
galvanometer. Kelvin's siphon -recorder,
now used for cable telegraphy, is an even
more ingenious triumph over inertia.
This instrument writes the signals on a
moving strip of paper by the following
means : The cable communicates with a
delicately suspended coil of wire that
hangs between the poles of a permanent
magnet. To the suspended coil is at-
tached a fine silk suspended siphon of
glass, one end of an ink
reservoir. The ink marks the signals on
the paper in a wavy line. Starting and
stopping inertia is practically eliminated
by giving the siphon a continual minute
vibration.

When the discovery of radium and the
other members of the radio -active group
was announced, scientists despaired of
ever accurately measuring the apparent-
ly inertialess emanations. But the Curies,
leading workers in this field, met the
problem with a simple inertialess appa-
ratus, "thousands of times more sensi-
tive than spectrum analysis, and millions
of times more sensitive than chemical
analysis." This was a gold leaf electro-

scope, perfectly insulated from outside
influences, and having micrometer, mi-

croscope, and chronometer attachments.

In operation, the leaves were first de-
flected to a definite extent by an appro-
priate electrical charge. Then the sub-
stance to be tested was placed inside the
instrument, near the electroscope. The
radiant matter made the air conducting,
and the electroscope was gradually dis-
charged, the time required being a meas-
ure of the degree of radio -activity.

Through the agency of the cathode ray,

a form of this wonderful weightless mat-

ter. Drs. Glage and Dieckmann have ar-
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rived at what is probably the first experi-
mental solution of the great problem of
Tele-Vision. Their apparatus has en-
abled them to reproduce an image 1 1/4
inches square at their receiving station
simultaneously with its insertion into the
transmitter. The image was first cut
from sheet metal, laid on an insulating
block 1 1/4 inches square, and its under-
side connected to one line wire. A tiny
metal brush connected to a battery and
the other line wire, was caused to con-
tinuously cover this area with parallel
and equidistant lines, in exactly one -
tenth of a second. When the brush
touched the metal an electric current
passed through the line wires to the re-
ceiver. At the receiving station was lo-
cated a Braun tube which was kept ex-
cited by a high tension current, causing
a tiny beam of invisible cathode rays to
be projected in a straight line from the
cathode and at right angles thereto, onto
a screen of fluorescent material, produc-
ing a bright phosphorescent spot Cath-
ode rays because electrically chirged and
of infinitesimal inertia, are instantly de-
flected by any magnetic field in their vi-
cinity. Advantage was taken of this fact
ti. cause the spot of light to travel over an
area on the screen 1 1/4 inches square,
in synchronism with the transmitter
brush. Also, the two line wires were con-
nected to electro-magnets situated nearer
to the cathode than those used to produce
the motion of the spot of light; and when
the brush touched the metal, sending a
current through them, the cathode ray
was deflected beyond the influence of this
latter field. Thus a person watching the
screen would normally see a luminous
patch 1 1/4 inches square, and when the
brush traversed the metal pattern, its im-
age would appear simultaneously in shad-
ow on the screen, due to the retentivity
of vision. Only small patterns such as
could be cut from metal and would show
well in shadow could be transmitted by
this method. However, these experi-
ments must be regarded as a signal vic-
tory over inertia, the old enemy of every
worker in this line of research.

As if akin to the cathode ray, Mr.
Cooper -Hewitt claims that the resistance
of the mercury vapor arcs of his inven-
tion responds instantly to changes in a
neighboring magnetic field, and proposes
a telephone relay or repeater along these
lines. Although mercury vapor appears
to satisfy the requirement of a medium

devoid of all mechanical inertia,
itdoubtful whether the normal

nsoresistance
of these arcs can be made

_

enough to be entrusted with theIIling of delicate telephonic curre
Theultimate solution of this fascinating

or-.t,lem may some day be achieved
by this

movements
instruments

it isn

a kindred pr mirneeccaiopsrluder.Inthe.,
totim_peoof

anindicating
desirablesometo
minodviciantginbganledveorf from timebnimet

the periodicmarking of the paper has been found tointerfere with the accuracy of the record;because of friction when the lever itheavy, and vibration when light. There-
fore an induction coil is sometimes em-ployed instead of a mechanical marker,
one secondary terminal being connected
to the lever and the other to a metal
plate beneath, over which the paper pass-
es. A spark is made to periodically jump
from lever to plate, puncturing the pa-
per. Thus the electric spark directly
serves as an inertialess punch or stencil.

Besides mechanical and electrical iner-
tia there is retentivity or magnetic in-
ertia, about which little is heard because
our mastery of it is sufficient for all prac-
tical purposes. We meet retentivity in
many degrees, from the almost infinitesi-
mal amount in the laminated pure iron
cores of chronoscope electro-magnets,
to the enduring sort of the compass and
other steel magnets ; and by observing
well established laws may produce mag-
netism practically to order. This has
been only of late, however, for in the
early days of the telephone great diffi-
culty was experienced in producing-first
electro-magnets of sufficiently low reten-
tivity ; and then, permanent magnets of

a reasonable constancy.
Chemical actions and reactions, dealing

as they do with infinitesimal masses of

matter, seem unhampered by inertia,
proven by the fact that photography has
never been too rapid to prevent them.
When this country was once threatened
with a monopoly of the telephone patents

basedon electro-magnets,Edison prohmrpre,

ly came forward with the chalk

without magnets. To inertialess
reproducing speech electro-chteelmecPihinllyi:

cal receiving devices are also due.

of
fowst hreaaptisdtotneelegarnadph

Delaney,s3rstem

to three thousand words per minute.
The mysterious lagging of the sfe rails

tim cell is the most curious of all o

itIghouspe

s;evcelziv
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As is well known, selenium
of inesretisa-the remarkable property of al-

teringposses

.its electrical resistance in exact

proportion to the intensity of the light
fafilng upon it. The selenium cell forms

the basis of many interesting inventions,

such as the photophone, the photophono-

mph, and nearly all telephotographic or

picture
telegraph systems. Nearly all of

these, too, owe their failure to the in-
surmountable

inertia of the selenium cell,

viz., that its changes in resistance are
gradual, not instantaneous. Certain rules
have been evolved for reducing the iner-
tia to a minimum, such as special design
and treatment during manufacture, or
working high and low inertia cells in op-
position. This last has been the most
successful, and is used in the Korn tele-
photograph system between London and
Paris.

The existence of inertia cannot be re-
garded as an unalloyed evil, for it is in-
dispensable in its proper sphere. Thus
it has been ingeniously harnessed in the
seismograph or earthquake recorder of
the Weather Bureau at Washington. This
instrument consists of a heavy horizon-
tal pendulum, having a fine pen attached
to the "bob. It is automatically kept
swinging to and fro in unison with a band
of paper under the pen, the band also be-
ing slowly unrolled at right angles to the
oscillation. The pendulum is so sus-
pended as to be very sensitive to any
earth vibrations. 'When such occur, the
pendulum remains more or less station-
ary, because of its inertia. The paper
then receives a record. Inertia it is, also,
that makes the flywheel invaluable, and
gives every missile, axe, and hammer, its
Power of construction and destruction.

ELECTRIC SHOCKS REVIVIFY
A RABBIT.

I the presence of medical men, Ecien-tistns, electrical experts, and officials ofthe New
York Edison Company, a dem-

animalstration was given recently of how an
tricit can apparently be killed by elec-

an
and then be brought back to life

!no gaugaePdPlication of an electric current
rnpelied

that the heart and lungs are
upted fun

to take up again their inter -
The demil'ils

Louise .,,onstration was given by Dr.
woman G'i_obinovitch a young Russian
few yearwsno came here from France a

ago and created a stir in the

medical world by announcing that she
could restore life to animals apparently
dead.

The officials of the Edison Company
learned of the demonstrations which had
been given in this country and abroad
by Dr. Robinovitch, and became interest-
ed. Every year many workmen are acci-
dentally killed by electricity in the big
power plants of the company. It was
suggested that if animals which have
been shocked to death can be restored to
life, why not human beings?

J. W. Leib, Jr., third vice-president of
the Edison Company, communicated with
Dr. Rovinovitch through Dr. John A.
Wyeth, president of the Academy of
Medicine. Dr. Rovinovitch agreed to
demonstrate before the officials of the
company if they would promise to keep
out all reporters and pledge themselves
not to allow a report of the demonstration
to get into the newspapers. Dr. Robino-
vitch is extremely shy of reporters. She
does not object to lecturing before scien-
tific bodies, but doesn't like notoriety.
She is a scientist and holds many degrees
from scientific institutions in Europe,
where she is better known than here.

The Edison officials promised and ar-
rangements were made for the demon-
stration in the large council room of the
Edison Building, in Duane street. Most
of the company's vice presidents and di-
rectors were on hand at the appointed
hour.

Dr. Robinovitch,had sent her apparatus
ahead and it was installed in the coun-
cil room. An operating table was there,
also a small electrical appliance which
she uses in resuscitating animals after
life has apparently fled.

Although neither Dr. Robinovitch nor
any of the Edison officials would discuss
what took place at the demonstration,
the news leaked out that a rabbit was
put to death with electric shocks by Dr.
Robinovitch, and that after the little ani-
mal had ceased to breathe and its heart
had ceased to beat perceptibly, an elec-
trode was applied to its back just over
the shoulders and another at the base of
the spinal column. While the company's
officials and the scientists stood around
her, Dr. Robinovitch began to operate a
small switch which regulated the current
of electricity as it passed through the
animal's body.

"Rhythmic excitation" is the name ap-
plied by Dr. Robinovitch to this intermit-

(Continued on Page 466)
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Dr. Korn's Apparatus
By A. C. MARLOWE,

Paris Correspondent MODERN ELECTRICS.

The writer recently had occasion to ex-
amine the new apparatus devised by Dr.
Korn, of Munich, for the transmission of
photographs over a line. The apparatus
was constructed at Paris and there is a
post installed in the offices of one of the
leading illustrated weeklies, the "Illustra-
tion." It connects with a similar post lo-
cated at Berlin, and the views which are
transmitted over the line are very clear.
About ten minutes is required for send -

Fig.

ing a portrait, for instance. A positive
film is used at the sending post, and at
the other end the impression' is received
On a sensitive film, which is then develop-
ed. Synchronous motors are used to
operate both the sending and receiving
apparatus, so as to produce the corre-
sponding effects.

Dr. Korn's apparatus is shown in Fig.
1 in its complete form, with the trans-
mitter and receiver mounted together up-
on a large table. Underneath is placed
the synchronous motor which seems to
drive the mechanism for both the trans-
mitter and receiver by means of a hori-
zontal shaft and the vertical shaft and
gearing which is seen on the left. The
diagrams show the workirig parts of the
transmitter and receiver. The transmit-
ter occupies one-half of the long box
noticed above the table, ending in an up-
right case. At N is a sliding tube con-
taining a Nernst lamp N with the lens L

and in this way a strong beam of lightsent to the left-hand part of thevvhappara-
tus.mon

mounted
ias

slidingplaced
which

diaphragm B. This latter comes close
upon the glass cylinder C. Around thecylinder is. wrapped a positive film rep-
re.senting the photograph which is to be
transmitted. The light passing through
a certain point of the film is received

by
a total reflection prism D and is sent from
thence to the top and falls on the sur-
face of the selenium cell E.

As the cylinder is mounted on the ro-
tating shaft F which operates in the same
way as in a phonograph, it is revolved
and at the same time rises, so that all the
points of the image are brought in suc-
cession past the beam of light at B. Thus
an opaque point in the film will cut off
all the light and there will be none re-
ceived on the selenium cell, while a
transparent part gives the full light

on the cell. The selenium thus
receives different amounts of light corre-
sponding to each point in the image. As

it is connected together with a battery up-
on the outgoing line, the distant receiving
station will receive a variable current,
these variations following each other in
rapid succession. The receiver then acts
to reproduce the image according to these
currents.

The receiver is mounted alongside the

transmitter in each station. It contains

Fig. r A.

the Nernst lamp N' and the lens L' which

sent a beam to the left. This beam passes

throu the apparatus G, which acts as a

gJvanometer shut;:er. It receives them-
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-`1

comingcurrent and serves to cut off more

of the beam according to the
or less
stgth of the current

i

at any instant.
Then

current is received n the upper part
The carriesa which

the shutter and is mount-

ed between
the poles of a strong electro-

TRANSMITTER

magnet bb. The detail view shows the
action of the shutter, and it consists of a
small square of aluminum foil mounted
on the double suspension wires ww', these
being stretched parallel. On either side
are the poles bb' of the magnet and these
are perforated at TT so as to allow the
light beam to pass through. When a cur-
rent passes in the wires ww', it causes
these latter to give a deflection to one
side, according to the principle of this
type of galvanometer, and the aluminum
foil uncovers the opening more or less,
depending on the strength of the current.
W. hen there is no current coming on the
line, the metal foil covers the openingcompletely and there is no light sent tothe left. The full current, corresponding tothe highest action of the selenium, that is,
to the greatest amount of light, gives the
full swing of the shutter to one side anduncovers all of the beam, and this allows

w w

6

kteil p4. 1' 9,

the light
to actthe left.

not used Passin- the part which lies to.

the p
by the part R, which is

throun.t. present, the
carryingoes

6" the screen H, a

fit

1

I

Ii

DETAIL OF PAPT*H.

diaphragm, and then passes through
the lens I and small hole J, fall-
ing upon a photographic film M. This
is wrapped about the metal cylinder N,
which is rotated at the same speed
as is used for the transmitter, by means
of a synchronous motor. The point of
light at J thus acts on the film as it re-
volves, and as the value of the light cor-
responds to the white or dark parts of
the original film, all the points of the
latter are reproduced in succession on the
sensitive film, so that finally we have the
whole of the image. It only remains to
remove the film and develop it. In prac-
tice the cylinder works inside a remov-
able box with a sliding shutter on the
principle of a film holder, so that it can
be easily taken out for developing.

To have the beam of the receiver cor-
respond exactly to the current values on
the line, the swing of the shutter should
be in proportion to the current so as to

Fig. 2
give the proper amount of stopping off of
the beam. However, the galvanometer
cannot be made to give a swing which is
proportional to the current, and we need
to use a correcting device for this pur-
pose. This is shown in the detail view
representing the part H which lies be-
fore the lens. At U is a screen carrying
a triangular diaphragm V, which is quite
covered by the shadow of the aluminum
shutter S when no current is passing.
When the shadow moves off the hole, the
amount of light which is admitted to the
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lens is varied in a different way from the
ordinary, owing to the particular shape
of the diaphragm, so that we now have

Fig.

an amount of light which is about pro-
portional to the current in the line. It is
found that the triangular shape answers
the purpose.

Dr. Korn finds that he can overcome
the inertia of the selenium cell to a great
extent by the use of a device known as
"compensator." While an ordinary cell
fails to respond quickly enough to the
action of the light, we can make this ac-
tion much more rapid by the use of a sec-
ond cell which is mounted in connection
with the first one. The second or com-
pensating cell is a selenium cell in which
the selenium has been treated so as to
have different physical properties from
the first one. Thus the first cell may
have a large inertia and a low electrical
resistance, while the second cell has a
small inertia but a high resistance. He
couples the two cells on the differential
principle, somewhat as in a Wheatstone
bridge, and the resulting current is sent
into the line. This current is a smaller
one than we would have with a single
cell, but it is enough to work the shutter
galvanometer, which is very sensitive.
The current now follows the rapid varia-

tions of light almost exactly, so that there
all theshades

no trouble from this point, and h;shades of the photograph are reproduced
in the receiver, giving the details

of theimage in a very satisfactory way.
It is found best to have the compsating cell lighted not from the ;e--

beam which lights the main cell, but fromea galvanometer shutter working on the
current of the latter, thus giving the

same
light variations, but from an independent
source. As we have the galvanometer of
the receiver, which is not used when
sending an image, it can be used for this
purpose. In the receiver we use the to-
tal reflection prism d which is now moved
into the path of the beam (it is normally
at d') and it sends the beam down the
vertical column to the diffusing screen e

and the compensating cell f. This cell is
connected with the main cell E as stated
above and the combined current is sent
on the line.

Fig. 2 shows a picture which was
transmitted from Berlin to Paris by

means of Dr. Korn's apparatus. The
duration of transmission is about 5 to 8
minutes.

Fig. 3 shows an excellent picture trans-
mitted over the same distance. As
be seen the lines are more closely spaced

Pig. 4

than in the previous picture, which take!,

away the fence -like effect, present In

photographs of the older pictures.
(Continued on Page 468.)
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Bead Lightning
By OUR BERLIN CO RESPONDENT.

M E

A. Schmauss publishes in a German
periodical* a remarkable photograph ta-
ken by a Mr. Mack in Schweinfurt Sep-
tember 24, of this year.

During a terrific thunderstorm on that
evening Mr. Mack who had observed
several strange shaped forms of light-
ning, ventured in the open with his cam-
era. Although hail and rain poured
down in great profusion, Mr. Mack, when
placing his camera in a westerly direc-
tion, was able to obtain the accompany-
ing remarkable photograph, the like of
which has seldom been seen.

A HERO OF THE TELEGRAPH
KEY.

By A. W. ROLKER.
Three years ago as the Overland Lim-

ited dashed through the night in the badlands, forty-five miles west of Cheyenne,
WY°, a rail broke in two and came upthrough

the bottom of the baggage car.
In an instant the train of nine cars was
Piled thirty feet high, while about andbeneath

the wreckage were more thanone hundred
and fifty dead or injured

the
biting A frightful sleet storm

cold was raging, and to this,,,Ile hurt and dying lay exposed, says A.vv,Rolker in Everybody's Magazine.
Was

aclto.theahes 1_111Possible to cut loose and race
comotive was wrecked so that itwallIF lo

of the disaser,
and i

4gearest settlement with word

except
to n e

done to save the
s
sufferers

t seemed a if noth-ing could b ,
flag the next train, due in five'Phys. zett.

hours, when, from under the wreck, on
hands and knee stumps, came an appa-
rition leaving a red trail behind. It
proved to be Frank Shaley, a telegraph
lineman who had been sent up the road
to locate a wire trouble and who, with
his satchel of instruments strapped across
a shoulder, had been in the baggage car
when the crash came. Clutching the pre-
cious satchel, lie dragged himself for-
ward, but his legs had been smashed off
at the knees and he was bleeding fright-
fully. "The telegraph ! Cut in on the
telegraph !" he shouted, but not a man
there knew which one of the score of
wires to cut, and Shaley himself could
not tell without testing. They .threw a
rope across an arm of one of the poles,
passed a sling about the dying man and
hoisted him up. Then he cut and ground-
ed the wire and connected his telegraph
key. Tenderly propped by anxious
hands, he began to send the call for the
Cheyenne operator, meanwhile gazing
stoically at the pool where his life blood
ebbed away. At that unusual hour of
the night he found trouble in raising his
man, and he pounded his key for ten
minutes before he got an answering
click.

"No. 17 terribly wrecked forty miles
west of Cheyenne! Send hospital train !"
he said. Then they pillowed his head on
the satchel and an armful of waste, while
forty miles away a whistle shrieked
through the night and brought engineer,
firemen, and two hundred Japanese who

(Continued on Page 4691
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A Muffled Spark Gap
By H. W. SECOR.

The writer has built a spark gap, of
the muffled type, as shown and described
below, which has proved very efficient
and safe to handle, while in operation,
besides cutting down the sharp crack of
the spark, which becomes very annoying
if much energy is liberated in the gap.

Referring to Fig. 1, A is the base of
the instrument and should be made of
polished hard rubber, to prevent leakage,
due to moisture, etc. The base is about
4 inches wide, and of the length and
thickness shown. After drilling the holes

,4e

- a -
for the standard and other parts, in the
base, and having mounted them thereon,
the bottom of the screw holes, on the
under side of the base should be filled in
with beeswax or some other good insu-
lation.

A standard, B, is made of a piece of 1-
inch round hard rubber rod, polished, and
having 5 grooves cut around its surface,
to reduce leakage to a minimum. The
standard is secured to the base, A, by
means of the 14-20 machine screw, Q,
and has the top piece, C, of brass 1 inch
wide, clamped on to it by the 10-24 stud,
S, threaded into the standard and into the
binding post, T. To make the piece, C,
more rigid, two pins, 0 and P, are in-
serted, as in Fig. 1, either side of the
stud, S.

A hard rubber handle, E, is fitted to
the upper end of the adjusting screw, D,
which is threaded through C; the pointed
lower end of D bearing on the coned out
upper face of the electrode, Z2.

In Fig. 3 is shown the various parts of
the upper electrode and its adjustment

features, with the exception of the spiralspring, L, Fig. 1, which tends to pushthe upper electrode, Z2, upward. Re_turning to Fig. 3, g is a piece of 1/2.inch brass pipe cut with two projecting
lugs on it, M and N, which are drilled
and bent up to form supporting feet asshown.

Two 6-32 machine screws pass
through these feet into the piece, c,
thereby securing J in its place. See Fig
1.

Both electrodes, Z and Z2, are made
of zinc. The faces are 3/8 inch diame-
ter in the design given here, and are cap-
able of handling 1 K.W. of energy. The
size of faces for greater energy will be
given at the end of this article.

The electrode Z is a straight cylindrical
piece, and has its lower end tapped out
for a 10-32 machine screw, which holds
it in position on the base. The upper
electrode, Z2, has a shoulder, U,

turned upon its upper end, under-

neath which the spring L exerts press-
ure upward. The lower bearing for the

spring is formed by the piece of 3/8 -inch
brass pipe, T, Fig. 3, which is tightly

fitted into the lower end of the chamber
J. A small pin or key on the

side of the electrode, Z2, engages the slot

or keyway, K, in the side of the brass

cylinder, J. this prevents the movable

or upper electrode from turning and,
causes it to advance or recede evenly and

squarely, which is essential to the satis-

factory operation of any spark gap-

-fic2-
Fig. 2 shows the details of the muffler.

The ends, G and H, are both made of
hard rubber, and have annular grooves

1/8 inch deep, turned in their facs,linden
which set the ends of the glass cy,r'
F. The end, G, has an aperture of We,

size given, cut out of its centre, enablI
it to pass over the brass cylinder. J, an
fit tight up against the piece, C.

V
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The lower end,
a 3/8 -inch hole

tlireacentreof

it, through which the
protrudes. The glass cyl-

inder
zdii srubber ends are held inelectrode,de

lace between
the top piece, C, and the

place
A. The glass cylinder for the

mufflers may be obtained from an oil cup,

such as
commonly used on engines, etc.

The construction of this spark gap ad-

mits of its being made in most any size

desired,
without departing from the sa-

lient features
it embodies, viz.: high in-

sulation,
efficiency, precision and ease of

adjustment.
For larger sizes than shown

in this
description, and for very high vol-

tages, the spark chamber should be sur-
rounded by a mica cylinder instead of a
glass one.

In the design given here the capacity
may be greatly enlarged by making the
electrodes Z and Z2 with shoulders 1/8
inch long, and of the diameter desired,
turned upon their spark faces. If this
is done, the shoulder, U, in the electrode
Z2 will have to be made separate from
it, and fastened thereon by means of a
flat head screw, threaded into the elec-
trode Z2. This is necessary in order that

collar, T, may be put in place.

J -
The following size electrode faces are

suitable for the loads placed after them :
3/8 inch diameter up to 1 K.W.
9/16 inch diameter up to 2 K.W

11/16 inch diameter up to 3 K.W.
13/16 inch diameter up to 4 K.W.
7/8 inch diameter up to 5 K.W.

T)R. KORN'S APPARATUS.
(Continued from Page 4(;())

4 shows a curious effect of whatwill flapper'
when a telegram is sent ona .parallel wire to the one used to trans -'lilt Pictures.

The inductive effect is quite marked,
! blea

trained telegrapher has but little

b

ncorportaoterndakien

However
b d

out part of the telegram,
the young lady's face.suitablear-ge mehtsy thisn drawback cis overcome

NEW TUNING ARRANGEMENT.
J. A. Fleming has devised a new ar-

rangement to utilize partial waves in the
receiving circuit.

The arrangement is as follows :
The antenna A is connected to the two

receiving circuits which work independ-
ent of each other. The condenser C2 is

Es

connected to the oscillation transformer
J2; this in turn connects to a tuner L2
and ground E2. Condenser C4 is shown
connected across the secondary of the os-
cillation transformer. Detector D2 is in
series with the telephone winding at T.

As will be seen this telephone has two
windings, the one coming from D2, the
other from Dl.

It is therefore obvious that the tele-
phone receiver responds to different
wave -lengths. This feature makes it
very convenient for a busy operator, as
he does not need to switch from one to
another circuit. Adjusting of one of the
tuning coils is all that is required.

CORRECTION.
Please make note in regard to mistake

in my article, "How to Convert a D. C.
Dynamo or Motor into an A. C. One,"
in the December issue. The mistake is
in the 9th line from the bottom of the
right-hand side of page, No. 407, viz.:
Instead of "The frequency of any pole
machine will be, cycles per second = R.
P. S. X 1/2 No. field poles," it states,
"cycles per second = R. P. M. X
1/2 No. of field poles," which would
give the cycles per minute.

HARRY W. SECOR.
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Metropolitan Tower Radiophone

For the last month amateurs and ex-
perimenters about New York have been
greatly puzzled when listening to the
powerful signals, flashed off and on, the
pitch of them being quite out of the or-
dinary. It will come as a revelation to
many to know that they are sent out from
Dr. De Forest's new station on top of
the new Metropolitan tower.

The accompanying engraving shows
the operating room of the new Radio
wireless station in the Metropolitan Life
Tower. This station is now in constant
communication with Philadelphia and Al-
bany, and frequently picks up messages
from the company's station at Chicago.

The pictures show the multiplex re-
ceiving apparatus over which three differ-
ent messages are now received at the
same time. Next to the French Govern-
ment Station in the Eiffel Tower, this is
the highest wireless station in the world.
It employs what is known as the high
note system, which is a modification of
the sparkless system announced last Feb-
ruary. The closest tuning is possible and
the signals are much more readily under-
stood than is the case with the usual
spark gap apparatus.

INTERMOUNTAIN WIRELESS
ASSOCIATION.

The Intermountain Wireless Associa-
tion was organized October 22, by
Messrs. Adams and Ritchie at the home
of the former in Salt Lake City. The
object of the association is to further the
arts of wireless telegraphy and telephony
in the intermountain region. A consti-

tution and by-laws have been adopted,
and the following officers elected: Pres-
ident, M. E. L. Bourne, of the National
Guard Signal Corps ; secretary, M. D.
McNichol, formerly of the Postal Tele-
graph ; treasurer, Mr. J. G. McCullom.
All persons residing in the Intermountain
States are cordially invited to join, and
may do so by communicating with Mr.
D. R. Adams, 219 5th East street, Salt
Lake City. DAMON ADAMS.

GOVERNMENT CHANGES CALLS
The Government has changed all of its

wireless calls on board all of its ships
and at all its land stations. They went
into effect November 20, 1909. They
have all been changed into three letter
calls, i. e., Mare Island was TG, now
NPH. The reason for this is the Gov-

ernment wanted a certain letter to dis-
tinguish their calls from others. The

letter N was selected and now the Gov-
ernment's hundreds of stations have been

changed.

CORRECTION.
In "Bi-Polar Selective Switch," (page

411, December issue) M, Fig. 2, is a bow

spring, serving also as an electrical con-

nection between B and J. The M re-
ferred to in description was a thin metal

strip (omitted in Fig. 2), practically a

continuation of the bow spring, and run-

ning around end of switch-lever at J to

insure good connection with H. This last

is not a vital part, but the b ow sprinis.
T is an upholstering tack, not a bindging

post.
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Paris Kritrr

SENSITIVE
TELEPHONE.

.. telephone
receiver which is claimed

to be especially
sensitive has been invent-

ed by P. Oliver. On the diaphragm B

is fixed the
circular coil A which. is of

light construction, and lies behind the

mouthpiece.
The electromagnet E has

concentric
poles, and is either in a three -

branched or a bell form, carrying the coil

S. A pole -piece R fastened on the end
of the electromagnet lies inside the bob -

ME.

bin A, while the outer poles of the mag-
net carry an iron ring H which more or,
less surrounds the bobbin A. The elec-
tromagnet S is connected by the wires
G G with a local battery, and the bobbin
A is coupled to the line by the wires F F.
Using this device the inventer claims to
have a much stronger vibration of the
diaphragm than usual, and can obtain an
increased effect makes the receiver
more sensitive than the ordinary forms.
This effect is still further increased ry
the use of the pressure screw S, noticed
in the second diagram. The screw is
held in a supporting piece D fastened to
the back of the mouthpiece, and it bears
against the centre of the diaphragm. He
thus cuts down the outside vibrations of
the plate which give disturbances, so that
the sounds are better received. The same
instrument can be used as a transmitter.

MARCONI WAVE METER.
Aocofmpforr.tM

has lately devised a form
wave -meter which is in a very

not pact shapeshape and also of light weight,
pounds. It has several ad-va t ve-

e.way of measuring wave. -
As will be noticed in Fig. 2 it

for the o an oscillating receiver circuit
waves, formed by the fixed coil 0

and a variable condenser C. A detector
circuit is mounted above the condenser,
and he uses the carborundum detector D,
this being connected in series with the
telephone receiver T. To measure the
waves, we bring the coil 0 near the cir-
cuit in question and by varying the con-
denser we find the point which gives the
loudest effect in the telephone. The
length of the wave is then found by ob-
serving the corresponding regulated point
on the condenser, using a set of curves or
tables in this connection. Owing to the
arrangement of the fixed oscillating cir-
cuit with a new type of condenser spe-
cially designed for the purpose, we ob-
tain a very close result in the measure-
ments, and any variations in the con-
denser have but little effect. The detec-
tor is not placed in the oscillating circuit,
but in a parallel circuit, so that it works
under better conditions, and the use of
the carborundum detector gives a great
sensitiveness. He is able to measure
waves of 180 to 750 meters length with
this instrument.

NEW RECTIFIER.
A new form of vibrating current recti-

fier for obtaining direct current from al -

0

M. E.
- FIG. 2-

ternating current has been brought out in
France, and it is claimed to do away with
the disadvantage of this class of instru-
ment. At the same time, both cycles of
the current are used. There are used two
vibrating strips, 1 and 2 (Fig. 3), which
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are stretched between two fixed points
and lie in front of a magnet. Each strip
carries near the middle a contact plate
which can touch the fixed and insulated
pieces, 5. The electromagnet is polarized
and consists of the permanent magnet
N S, each of whose poles carries a bobbin
4, which is supplied by the alternating
current. A vibration is thus given to the
strips which is in synchronism with the
period of the alternating current. The
screws, 3, serve to adjust the strip with
reference to the contact pieces and vary
the duration of the contact. The two
waves of the alternating current are util-
ized by connecting the contacts 5 to the
ends 6, 8, of a transformer secondary,
and the primary, 10, is connected to the
alternating current mains. Each strip
works in tune with one of the poles and
we collect one or the other wave in turn.
The apparatus for using the direct cur-
rent, such as a storage battery to be
charged, is connected at the neutral point
7 of the transformer and to the cross -
connection of the two strips at 9, so that
the current comes off from 7 and 9always
in the same sense. Instead of a perma-
nent magnet, an electromagnet can be
used which is excited by the coil 13 and
carries the two end coils 4 as before. In
this case the apparatus excites itself like ,

a dynamo.
NEW CONDENSER FOR HIGH

TENSION.
The Gaiffe Company of Paris uses a

new device for condensers which is here

4 13

r\A(0\A-

ta

2

represented, especially for high tension
work. A liquid or gaseous dielectric is
placed between the edges of the metallic
electrodes and the solid dielectric so as
to prevent the breaking down of the lat-
ter. This can be used as here shown for
flat condensers, but it can also be applied
to Leyden jars. The metal electrodes

ELECTRICS

BB are separated from the
glass, etA, by the pieces CC of smaller

size aile.'of insulating material or metal and the

B or
pieces

th
may form part of the electrodese glass part A. The space 0 atthe ends is filled with a liquid dielectric

such as oil, or gases such as hydrogen
canbe used.

B

-FIQ, 4r-

M. E.

WIRELESS ST. PETERSBURG-
VLADIVOSTOCK.

There seems no doubt that the project
for connecting St. Petersburg with Vladi-
vostock by wireless is to be realized soon.
Connection will be made by installing a
series of wireless posts situated at inter-

vals of 1,000 or 1,200 miles, and the line

of posts is to pass by Kharbine. The

Russian government is engaged in mak-

ing experiments with this end in view,

with a type of wireless post laid out on

a new model, and it gives connection at

present at 1,200 miles distance. Signals

have already been sent between the Baltic

and the Black Seas by this apparatus.

ELECTRIC SHOCKS REVIVIFY
A RABBIT.

(Continued from page 457.)

tent current of electricity which is shot

into the animal's body. Very slowly each

excitation was given in imitation of the

beating of the pulse and the natural

breathing of the lungs. After some twen-

ty of these rhythmic excitations the rabbit

is said to have resumed its interrupted

breathing. It was hopping about the

room a little while after the demonstra-

tion.
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The
Construction of a Hot Wire Ammeter

A hot wire ammeter is usually not

found in the wireless "fiend's" station

owing to their expense. The writer will

describe
one he made, and was pleased

with the results.
Make a base of some well seasoned

wood, such as oak, 8x5xg inches and
mount six binding posts on it as shown
in fig. 1, and connect them as indicated
by the dotted lines.

Make a little standard of some stiff
brass. The dimensions are given on fig.
2. Punch little holes as shown in 2 a.

AN 4j2aS

Poirs

21,- d.7

The little hole at a in fig. 2 should
admit a pin through, but not the head.
On a pin place a rubber from a pencil
a= shown in 2b, first slipping the pinthrough the hole a.

Make a pointer from a piece of alum-
inum wire and twist it around the rub-

FINE WIRE.

BIN DINg
POSTS

ber and leave

apiece
projecting on theother end a, shownTake

a
;a scale

by markingw1hi2t73,
aeptecr., aonndi tmake.

We have most of the parts now, and
we must assemble them. Take a piece
of No. 40 or 38 copper wire, which is
to be used up to Y4 K. W. and put it in
the binding posts near the edge of the
base, as shown in fig. 3.

Mount the standard five inches from
one end, and punch a hole in the base
where the pin rests so as to make a
bearing. Three inches from one end,
that is, two inches from the standard,
to the right of it, tie a silk thread to the
wires, taking care not to break them.
Diagram given below.

Tie a piece of silk thread around the
rubber on the pin two or three times,
and splice it to the other silk thread, so
that the pointer points to 0 on the scale.

POINTER

M.S.

-Fla 4-

SILK Ti-fReAo

The ammeter complete is shown in
fig. 5.

a-posts to which aerial is attached.
b-fine wires.
c-pointer.
d-standard.
e-silk thread.

M E.

f-silk thread.
g-pins to keep pointer on scale.
The working of it is as follows : The

alternating current p enters the posts a
and expands the wires b which moves
the silk thread in b, which in turn loos-
ens the silk thread e which holds the
pointer on zero, causing the pointer to
come down.

It should be in a vertical position, and
meter should be connected in series with
the aerial through the posts in the center
of the base.
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The Construction of a Sending Condenser
BY FREDERICX RE QUA.

Some time ago I had trouble with my
wireless sending set. I found that this
was mostly due to my Leyden jar con -

ME.

82

-FIG-. 1-

-FIG, 2-

densers, and so constructed the glass
plate set ; which gave such good results
that I decided to give a description of
it to the readers of MODERN ELECTRICS.

First make the box; this is of oak or
other hard wood with inside dimensions
of 2x6x8 inches. To add to its looks
it is well to make the top and bottom
project over a quarter inch on all sides.
The dimensions of the box are: Top
and bottom 7x9xYi. inches ; two sides
2x8Y2xY4 inches, and two ends 2x6xY4
inches (Fig. I).

The holes for the binding posts are
bored in one of the ends equidistant
from the top and bottom and inches
from each edge (Fig. 2).

Four one -point switches are placed on
77):2f, c_2±- Eiox

SWITCHES

e. -P

the top; as these vary somewhat in the
length of the arm, no special dimensions
can be given, but they had better be
placed in the center of the space; the
two end switches being 1 inches from
the edges and the two remaining ones
two inches apart and two inches from
the end ones as seen in Fig. 3.

The box is now ready to be assem-
bled ; this may be done with small brads
or glue as it suits the convenience

ofthe maker. The top had best be put onwith small screws to facilitate examina-
tion of the interior.

We are now ready for the glass plates.
These may be procured of almost any
photographer for a small sum (13 plates
are needed). They should be thorough.
ly washed in hot water until all t,races of
dirt, chemicals, etc., are removed and
the glass is perfectly clear; then
get enough thick heavy tinfoil to
make eleven pieces 4x2 inches, one
piece 2x3 inches and twelve pieces lx5
inches for lugs.

With a little shellac fasten a piece of
tinfoil in the center and on one side
only of each of the twelve plates, being
careful not to get any of the shellac on

the upper side of the tinfoil. We are
now ready to assemble the condenser
itself. First lay a plate, with one of the

larger pieces of tinfoil on it, on a flat

surface and at E Fig. 4 bring out a lug.

Plate 2 has a lug at D; plate 3 at E;
plate 4, the one with the 2x3-inch piece
of tinfoil, has its lug at D; 5 at E; 6 at
D; 7 at E ; 8 at C; 9 at E; 10 at B; 11

at E and 12 at A. Connect all E lugs

together. After putting the plates in the

box, just as they are assembled, put the

empty one, with no tinfoil, on top. Con-

nect the wire from lug E to binding post

G. Lead wires up from post F and lugs

A, B, C, D, then fill the box with melt-

ed paraffine. With a knife or stamp,

number the switches 1-2-2-5 respective-
ly, connecting the levers of all of them

(Continued on Page 503)
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How to Make An Improved Silicon Detector
By CHARLES W. GALE.

Materials.

One 8-32 screw, five inches long.

Two pieces of brass tubing, 1 x 3/4

inch long
and of 1/8 inch inner diameter.

rc

6.

-FJ G. 17

Seven and one-half inches of sheet
spring brass 1/2 inch wide and 1/16 inch
or 1/32 inch thick.

Three battery binding post caps.
One small screw.
Two 8-32 nuts.
Wood base 3 1/2 x 6 x 1/2 inches.
Two (any style) binding posts.
Eight inches No. 18 copper wire.
One small piece of fused sillicon.

Instructions, Etc.
Cut the five -inch screw into three

pieces, 2 1/2 inches, 1 1/4 inches, and
1 1/4 inches, respectively. Cut the
spring sheet brass into 3 pieces of 3
inches, 2 1/2 inches, and 1 3/4 inches,
respectively, and neatly bend the 3 -inch

14

7r-
1

4"

3,1
-FIG- 27

piece as shown
in part I of diagram.make

and bevel
Next

a wooden base 5x3 1/2x1/2 inches
M..\

(p. it, then drill holes 6, 7, 8 and

inns'

g. III ), each hole being a trifle
thethan

/8 inch diameter. Now, tak-g two 1 1/4 -inch lengths of the 5 -

inch screw, file one round (A, Fig. I)
and the other to a fairly sharp point (B,
Fig. I). Then screw nuts 4 and 5 on
screws A and B, respectively and solder
neatly.

In the 3 pieces of sheet brass drill the
holes as shown in X, Y and Z and Fig.
II, each hole being 1/8 inch in diameter.

After arranging a countersink at M -N,
force R through as shown in Fig. I, then
drop on the 1 -inch length of brass tubing
N. Immediately above No. 2 and 3 of
X and Y, respectively, solder binding
post caps 2 and 3 of Fig. I. Now place

......

--

riN

' GPoovE5

f i .
-i7,../ICK-

FIG. 3.

piece Y on R, resting it on N, and slip
on the 3/4 -inch piece of brass tubing M.
Place X as shown in Fig. 1 and screw
cap 1 down very tightly. Next screw Z
to hole No. 6 on base and after screwing
in binding posts 7 and 8, Fig. 3, wire
as shown in Fig. 3. Now insert your
screws A and B and place a piece of sili-
con with a smooth surface toward Z, as
shown in Fig. I.

Operation.
The detector is now complete. To op-

erate screw B down until it comes within
about 1/32 inch of the silicon, then do
all further adjusting by A, i. e., by turning
nut 4 until the sound in the telephone

receivers is quite clear. It is easily
seen this detector may be adjusted to the
1/10,000 part of an inch and is thereby
capable of doing delicate work without it
being delicate itself.

A HERO OF THE TELEGRAPH
KEY.

(Continued from Page CI)

tumbled on to the wrecking train, follow-
ed by the hospital train with doctors and
nurses. But Shaley was gone when they

came.
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doubtedly not be allowed to operate a

private wireless telephone betweenthe New York Post Office, under the Act of Con- hi
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and his neighbor's house.

As far as wireless telegraphy is COn;

cerned, it is ridiculous to maintain nos

EDITORIALS. that the amateur can interfere with the

business of commercial stations.

made its appearance at last.
With the present efficient Variableeeding

The long threatened wireless b:11 has

The resolution, as introduced by
out tuners, loose couplers,

Representative Roberts of Massachu-
condensers, etc., the amateur can 11°

setts, is reprinted in detail on the fol-
more interfere with the commercial or

government stations than
lowing page and should be carefully

the transat

read by every one who has wireless
lantic liners-equipped with posveresfu!

progress at heart. Personally, the Ed- sages
apparatus-can

flashed from
interfere

coast
two-itchoathste. In

itor believes that there is
needwireless telegraph board.n

of a

er, un-American, and
It is of no practical value

the progress of a young and
develop into an

keep
down

m-need-mofayasset of theusefual

art

ywehticuhndinreatii
n

power. nations,

Wireless telegraphy and teleph yin a country of such vast distances
America is a very valuable means foras

t
it is the duty of the Government
cheap transmission of intelligence, and

encourage it, and not to pass a reso-
lution to throttle it like England and
Germany have done, in which two
countries the art is almost unknown.

It would be deplorable indeed to see
Representative Roberts' resolution
passed. The farmer, who three years
hence will be in a position to own his
wireless telephone to call up his next
neighbor fifty miles distant from him,
will much rather install his private
wireless 'phone, than be forced to sub-
scribe to an exorbitant rent of an in-
strument owned and controlled by the
United Wireless Company or some
other wireless trust, to which trusts
such a resolution would give full swing
to extort high rates.

At first sight Representative Rob-

erts' resolution appears very tame and

gentle, but men acquainted with mod-

ern methods at Washington know full

well what the "recommendations (!) to

Congress" mean, with the big wireless

interests dictating the "recommenda-
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The

that the majority of
government stationste is,

bcoallivrantiquatedand .instruments, and do

Care
to acquire new ones. Their

operators
are almost entirely wire tel-

men who have not the slightest

idea of wireless,
nor are they interested

i; t The Editor, who is personally

acquainted
inted with over twentyfive such

operators was amazed to find that not

four of them could draw a diagram how

their instruments were connected up.
All their shortcomings are blamed

on the innocent amateur, whose weak
spark cannot be heard half a mile, as a
rule, and the manager of the station of
course takes the word of the operator
every time.

There are to -day over sixty thousand
experimental and amateur wireless sta-
tions in the United States alone.

That means that over sixty thou-
sand young aspiring men stay at home
evenings, enjoying an innocent sport,
instead of dissipating outside in a ques-
tionable pastime.

We have as yet to find the father
who objects to his son's "wireless."
He knows it keeps the boy at home,
away from mischief.

The Editor sounds a general call,
and asks everyone to whom wireless is
at heart, to send him at once a letter
of protest against the wireless resolu-
tion. State in your letter, before all,
the UTILITY of your wireless. These
,aletters, in mass, will be presented in

shington, to the proper officials.
All letters must be received not la-ter than January 25th. Act at once!

Natinttal Itlirrtras ClAcgrapil Voarb
Propitsrb.

Representative Roberts, of Massa -ehusetts. has introduced a resolution inthe
House at Washington providing

boarde creation of a wireless telegraph
Mr. Roberts said that there isg -e

need for such control, as
Part
hethe

has information from the Navy De -
ands uent, the revenue cutter service

Commercial wireless companies
tear

at the effect of the activities of ama-
has been such as not

"Cbt`br,Pake necessary a change from
inter{erA as the distress signal, but to

a
of all seriously with the operationsvices. :5,°vernmental and private ser-
Robert.,"s a result of these reports, Mr.xouwho is a member of these Committee

on Naval Affairs,

considers it high time to take cogni-
zance of the situation.

The perfection of wireless appara-
tus has reached such a stage, he said,
that if the service is to be permitted
to grow unchecked it is absolutely es-
sential that the Government take steps
in the matter. The simplest solution
of the matter lies in the passage of the
resolution presented, or a measure of
similar character, placing in the hands
of a wireless board the control of wire-
less plants afloat and ashore. It has
been brought to his attention in an
official way that the wireless service of
the navy has been rendered practical-
ly useless at times by amateur oper-
ators, who send meaningless and of-
tentimes vile and unmentionable lan-
guage through the air from their in-
struments.

Mr. Roberts' resolution authorizes
the appointment of a board of seven
members, "one expert each from the
War, Navy and Treasury departments,
three experts representing the com-
mercial wireless - telegraph and wire-
less -telephone interests, and one sci-
entist well versed in the art of electric
wave telegraphy and telephony."

The duties of the board, according
to the resolution, shall be "to prepare
a comprehensive system of regulations
to govern the operation of all wireless
plants afloat and ashore which come
under the cognizance of the United
States, with due regard alike for Gov-
ernment and commercial interests."

It is provided that within 30 days of
the organization of the board it shall
submit its report and recommenda-
tions to Congress. To defray the ex-
penses of the board $2,000 :s appropri-
ated.

li 11

0 The Wireless Associa-
tion of America was
founded solely to advance
wireless. IT IS NOT A
MONEY MAKING OR-

GAN IZ AT ION. Con-
gress threatens to pass a law to license
all wireless stations. The W. A. 0. A.
already has over 3,000 members-the
largest wireless organization in the
world. When the time for action ar-
rives, the thousands of members will ex-
ert a powerful pressure to oppose the
"wireless license" bill. This is one of
the purposes of the W. A. 0. A. There
are more
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How to Make A Universal Detector
By E. R. WILLARD,

Most experimenters wish to make their
own detectors but are at a loss as to what

lr

kind they should make and the proper
size of the various parts.

I shall try to explain to those of the
unknowing class a simple way in which
one can make a universal detector.

-FIGF. 2-

Figs. 1 and 2 show the side and end
views of the finished detector. Fig. 3
shows the upright support, which may be
made in two ways : either by taking a
piece of strip brass 4 x 1/2 x 1/32

2"

inches and bending it as shown in Fig.
3, or by first making a wooden model,
then by use of the model make a plaster

of Paris and asbestos mould; and castingit of aluminum. The latter way I mi.sider the best, for it gives a neater
ap-pearance After the stand has beenshaped, drill the four holes as shown andthread the one in the top for an 8-32

brass screw.

M E. - FIG. 6r

Now procure a piece of spring brass,
gauge No. 22, 1/2 x 7 inches long. Cut
off a piece 4 1/4 inches long, bend and
drill as shown in Fig. 4A ; also cut a piece
5/8 inch long and bend as shown in Fig.
4B ; solder this last piece to the other as
shown in Fig. 4C. Bend the piece that is
left as shown in Fig. 4D, and solder to

-FIG_ 7-
Pi E. = G

the other piece as shown in Fig. 1.; a

small pin chuck is soldered to the spring
just under the joint where the last piece

was soldered.
Now cut and drill a piece of sheet cop-

per as shown in Fig. 5.
The thumb screw can be made from an

old typewriter roller knob with a screw
imbedded in it having threads to fit the
hole bored in the top of the stand.
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may be made according to the
A wishes, but if made of

exPeririllubebneterr'as
s shown in Figs. 1 and 2

hardlooks as well as
the practicability of

theth

instrument
will be greatly improved.

1 and 2 show clearly the way in

which
the detector

should be put together,

therefore
there is no explanation needed

except
that one of the binding posts

should be
connected to he stand and the

other to the copper plate which is either

screwed or
bolted to the base.

This instrument
may be used for eith-

er a mineral or an electrolytic detector ;

the latter
by placing a non -porous car-

bon cup upon the plate and inserting the
platinum wire into the pin chuck instead
of a pin which is used for minerals. If
connected as shown in Figs. 6 and 7,
very good results may be obtained.

A UNIQUE TRANSMITTING HE-
LIX FOR WIRELESS

SIGNALLING.
By FRANK C. PERKINS.

The accompanying illustration shows
the simple construction of a transmitting
helix for wireless telegraph and tele-
phone service which can easily be made

by

an3r student in wireless signaling. The
v:tivoodwciwrbk:_its of highly finished hard
and (!ried.'"n should be well seasonedl.d

The convolutions are of solid

may

wire and all the metal parts
Y ue readily nickeled and polished,
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making an instrument of handsome ap-
pearance. A transmitting helix of 1/2
kilowatt capacity should be wound with
No. 10 wire, while the No. 6 wire should
be utilized for an instrument of three
kilowatts capacity. A dozen turns be-
ing employed as indicated in the illus-
tration. The aluminum wire can be pur-
chased read bent from firms handling
aluminum wire.

BRASS BED AS AERIAL. -

At first glance it seems ridiculous that
a brass bed could be used to receive wire-
less messages, but nevetheless it is true.

A moment's reflection reveals that a
(or any metal bed) has a large me-

tallic surface, thereby giving quite a great
capacity, necessary for any aerial.

The Editor convinced himself that, if
the frame and steel bed spring are in
good metallic connection, messages can
be caught from large stations 20 to 30
miles away.

Especially good results were obtained
when the bed was in the highest story of
a 6 -story house, thereby giving the "bed
aerial" a good elevation.

A gas range and the metal frame of
a piano were also used with good suc-
cess, also a metal bathtub, but best re-
sults were obtained with a steam radiator
-pipe system.

We are living in a curious world.
Years ago our fathers scolded us when
reading in bed. Now the young stay
in bed and send and receive messages to
and from their friends a few blocks
away-and fall asleep with the phones
on their ears !

HAVE YOU A NEW IDEA?
If so, have it published in next

month's "Experimental Department"
of Modern Electrics. It's going to be
tremendously interesting. Try and be
one of the first ones in it.
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How To Build An Efficient Vibrator
By "A. S. N."

4.J 4j
F F74

QX

- 1 -

After experimenting on coil vibrators
for several years, and giying the different
devices practical service, I have found
that coils will do more than is expected
from them if a proper vibrator is used in
conjunction with them.

The following description is of a vi-
brator which has proven to be the most
satisfactory and rapid vibrator I have
ever used or seen, and has been used by

ME

myself and a few of my friends on coils
up to 4 inches with the same gratifying
results. The object in this construction
is to get a rapid hammer blow action both
to and away from the contact points. This
is done by relieving the main spring M
in Fig. 1 of part of the weight of arma-
ture A by adding an extra spring Ax at
end of spring M, and have means to limit
its range which is done by placing the
extreme end, between two adjustable,
solid contacts shown at H and K. When
K is so adjusted (at the block F to which
it is fastened) by means of adjusting
screws Gl, G2, armature A is drawn
slightly away from core at C. After

- *r.I-ifrA

M 0 \
\E' E2

main spring M has been adjusted the
proper distance from C by means of block
D (which is fastened solid to M) and
adjusting screws El and E2, screw H
should then be set so distance between
under side of its head and K is slightly
more than the thickness of the spring
Ax. K should be slotted as shown by
L and tapped out for a lock screw I to
prevent screw H from working out of
adjustment.

A simpler arrangement is shown in
Fig. 2, and in which the results are about
the same. Although it must be said it is
harder and rather inconvenient for quick
adjusting.

The springs of this arrangement are
the same as in Fig. 1. S shows a screw
or threaded brass rod set in head of the
coil and on which are two Y1 and
Y2, corresponding to P. dna K in Fig. 1.

N1 and N2 are lock nuts for nuts Y1

and Y2. For above vibrators the elec-

trical connections are the same as the

ordinary vibrator. The additional parts

being for mechanical action.
A little experimenting will soon enable

one to quickly adjust the above vibrators
without any trouble, which when proper;
ly done, will be found very adaptable to

wireless work. Fig. 2 is to be adjusted

in same manner as Fig. 1. As so much
depends on the springs, especially spring

Ax, which must be stiff and light, it

would be useless to try to give forther

directions for adjusting.
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New Loud Speaking Telephone

Set of 12 Loud Speakers on French Battleship

We illustrate the arrangement which metal case so as not to be affected by
has been adopted by the Ducretet firm of moisture. The maneuver is very simple,
Paris for mounting its type of loud- and to bring any two posts into connec-
speaking telephone on shipboard. In the tion with each other, the operator has on-
present view we represent the central ly to turn the handles of the switches
post installed on the battleship Verite of C, Fig. 1, in the direction facing each

other, or in other cases to use the indi-
cators MM'. If the same order 'is to be
sent to several posts from the officer's
post, we turn all the handles to the left
in the direction of the indicator M. Any
of the posts can be used as a central post
by first obtaining the proper connection,
so that the officer can send orders from
any point. A drop -shutter board and
electric bell, seen on the right, serves to
give the indications to the central post.

Fig. 3 shows a loud -speaking desk

0..

N7
. TVI

r)LEAU

COMB1NATEUR .."."..-

Ar
-_, ,---, r...._

c4
2 5

COG
E_DUCRETZT a PARIS.

Fig.the French fleet. Orders can be very well

tl1eriy and
trans fleet.

to the engine room, the ar-
different parts of the vessel

postWithout obliging the men to leave their
be us,Tile microphone transmitter can
ti

The
with six receivers at the.samenie and
these may be located at different

transmittedP°intsi vessel so that the orders are
to all these points at the same

aurne. The central post on shipboard usesstispecial -pe of connecting board which,,PPtheressest3the use of jacks and cords and4"
aPParatus is enclosed in a tight

Fig. 5.
'phone for office and factory use. When
speaking into transmitter the lever L is
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depressed which puts transmitter M and
loud -speaker Pa in circuit. At the other

Fig. 3.
station a similar instrument is stationed.
When speaking medium loud in trans-
mitter M at station one, the voice is heard

Fig 4.

clearly and distinctly through Pa over a
radius of 50 feet. The articulation is per -

feet and the phonograph -like grating
soften heard in other loud -speakers, is' s°

tirely overcome in this instrument.
Fig. 4 shows the loud -speaker

as in.stalled in hotel kitchens, factories,
shipsetc. It is used to give orders which areplainly heard in even large establish-

ments.
Fig. 5 shows a waterproof loud -speaker

used in mines, in the open and damp orwet places. '

HEN WIRELESS EFFECTIVE.
Having been troubled for some time

by his neighbor's chickens, which persist..
ed in scratching up his garden, a Win-
stead, Conn., man adopted a new method
of getting rid of his troubles. He bored
holes through several kernels of corn and
to each kernel tied a string with a tag
bearing the words "Keep this chicken at
home." The chickens swallowed the corn
but the tags were too big to go down, and
when they went home they carried the
wireless message to their owner. The
Winstead man says his wireless system
of communication has been more suc-
cessful than all the letters of warning his
lawyer had written.-"Aerogram."

Nrut trrless Vitt.
Mr. Peters introduced the following

wireless bill on December 6th, prescrib-
ing penalties for interference with official

wireless messages :
"Be it enacted by the Senate and House

of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, that it

shall be a punishable offense (a) to orig-

inate or transmit a false wireless mes-

sage purporting to be official; (b) to
emit or radiate electro-magnetic waves

of lengths between three hundred and

seventy-five meters and four hundred
and twenty-five meters in wireless teleg-

raphy except when communicating with

an official wireless station. Any person
committing the first above-mentioned of-

fense shall, for each offense, be punished

by a fine not exceeding two thousand

dollars or by imprisonment not exceed-

ing one year, or both. Any person com-

mitting the second offense shall be pun-

ished for each offense by a fine not ex-

ceeding one hundred dollars, and for a

willful commission the second offense

shall be punished by a fine of not .ex-_

ceeding two thousand dollars or by it
prisonment not exceeding one year, 0

both."
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TUNING COIL SLIDER.
In the last number of your magazine

you ask for easy ways to do hard things.
I had always had trouble making slides
for tuning coils until I thought of this
way. I take a little block of soft wood
about 3/4 of an inch square, and make
a hole through it the size of the rod it is
to slide upon near the top, as per illustra-
tion.

.?

I then drill another hole up through the
block to meet the first hole (B). This
second hole is large enough to permit
a spiral spring to lie in it and is widened
at the bottom to admit a ball of steel or
iron. This ball makes connection with
the rod through the spiral spring and is
pushed against the wires by it. The
block is tapered toward the bottom and
sandpapered.

This makes an excellent slider, moving
easily and the wood prevents grounding
through the body.

Contributed by EDWARD N. HORR.

A SIMPLE DETECTOR.
By CLYDE SMITH.

This detector will be found very use-

SILT ON

OR,DiNAMY PLIer4 BerreN.

ful and

it
inexpensive to the average ama-

h will work from fifty to one

First procure a cheap push button and
unscrew the top, then adjust the con-
tacts to fit the silicon or any other sub-
stance that you wish to use.

To adjust silicon move between con-
tacts till the message can be heard loud
and clear.

This detector is very useful and can be
screwed down to your table with one or
two wood screws and with your other
receiving instruments connected up the
message may be heard quite plain. If
not, tune until it becomes plain enough
to suit you.

A NOVEL DISCHARGE EFFECT.
While experimenting the other night,

WIRE

B EA

-FIG 1.

I found the following a very pretty lu-
minous effect :

First, obtain a number of small glass
beads, all colors, with very fine holes in

BATTERIES

ti E.

-FIG. 2 -

them, and connect them up as shown in
figure No. 1.

Connect the beads as shown in Fig. 2,
and start the coil. The spark will jump
at every gap in the beads and will show
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up very pretty at night. Of course the
bigger the coil the longer can be the chain
of beads. FRANK X. KEILING, JR.

REVOLVING GALVANOMETER
NEEDLE.

BATTERIES
M E.

It is not long since I bought a "Telim-
cometer" (low resistance galvanometer).

I connected one pole of the batteries to
one of the binding posts of the "Telimco-
meter" and the other binding post of the
instrument to one of the binding posts of
a bell. The other binding post of the
bell I connected to the remaining pole of
the batteries. By regulating the make
and break contact screw of the bell, I
made the needle of the "Telimcometer"
rotate. The bell will make and break the
current very regularly so that the needle
rotates continuously.

Contributed by RALPH TARSHIS.

A SIMPLE RECTIFIER.
No doubt there are amateurs, like my-

self, who are not allowed to use the light-
ing mains at night, on account of putting

MAIN 5vviTcH

SUPPLY

FUSE

ME

FreCTiFeR

F.

ADJusTABLE
Ft Es,sTAr. c

-AAA,AA/

too heavy an inductance load 'on them,
thus almost extinguishing the lights in his
house, as well as in that of his neighbor,
if not making them flicker with the key.

To avoid this, I find it convenient to
use a single cell rectifier, consisting of an
aluminum rod, 1/2 inch diameter, and of
convenient length, and an iron plate, con-
venient size, in a jar, containing sodium
bicarbonate, one pound to the half -gallon,
or even stronger, and a suitable resist-
ance, preferably an adjustable choke
coil; these in series with the transformer
entirely eliminate the inductance trouble.
It also gives a much better spark at gap.

Coils may be worked with extremefaction this way. satis.

Contributed by K. EDGAR STAREAnderson's Bay, New Zealand,
Aus-tralia.

TUNING COIL HINTS.
In making a tuning coil some time ago,a strip of bare wire 1/2 inch wide and16 inches long was needed for contactwith the slider. Instead of using a knifeto scrape away the insulation I used thefollowing plan :
First, two laths were nailed on one side

of the coil so as to make the space be-
tween them 1/2 inch wide and 16 inches
long. Then I used a block of wood 5
inches long, 3 inches wide, and 1/2 inch
thick. I had glued some coarse emery
paper on the side of the block 1/2 inch
wide and 5 inches long; then this block

was rubbed up and down the groove
made by the laths until the insulation had
been scraped away by the emery paper.
The laths were then removed and the
result was very satisfactory.

Contributed by ARY ARMONA.

AN ELECTRIC FIRE ALARM.
The accompanying sketch shows how

to make an electric fire alarm. Take a
block of wood 2 inches long, 1 inch

wide and 3/4 inch thick, fasten to this
two strips of brass (B) 1/2 x 3 1/2

inches, bent as shown in sketch. These
strips should be bent so they will press
tightly against each other. The screw
(S) can be used to connect the wires

WAX.

M E.

and also to hold the brass strips. A piece

of tallow (W) or a piece of beeswax iis

now inserted between the two strips 0'
brass to keep them apart to form the ill
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When.the.wax
is melted by the

relaattiOrthe fire
it will close the circuit at

position,

as

This can be. placed on the wall or

ceiling
but never in an upright

as when
the wax melts it will fall on the

contact
(C), and take some time to form

a circuit.
Contributed

by
ANDREW G. THOME.

COMBINATION
DETECTOR.

I wish to
call your attention to a com-

bination detector of which I have a
working model. It gives excellent re-
sults.

There is nothing new in the de-
tector, only the way it is arranged. Be-

low please find a drawing of it.

ZIP.. 1TE

*.E -32 AP7

COPPER
PYRITES

It may be seen that either perikon,
silicon, (with point) or carborundum,
(with flat surface) detectors, may be
used, changing from one to another in a
few seconds by turning standard around
which gives us flat surface.

Contributed by LEWIS C. YUMFORD,

THE "CAT TICKLER."
For some time I was greatly annoy-

ed at night by the crying of cats, on
the back fence, but since I perfected
my "Cat Tickler," as I call it, they have
given my fence a wide berth. As the
experiment also affords a great deal
of amusement, for the cats do acro-
batic stunts, I thought the readers o. f
MODERN ELECTRICS would like to try it.

Vac TOP Or FENCE

COIL
BATTERIES

411lir

Run ark

asFniprst, wire any length of your fence.

sit a't.'rticleiagratn with bare wire, tacking
corners with ordinary tacks;

rug the wires sufficiently to
1sPark from jumping (fig. 1).

preven

ends of the -wire to the sec-

ondary of your spark coil. Connect up
the primary in the ordinary way, in
series with battery and key. That is
all. When you see a cat on the fence,
press the key and the cat will do the
rest. The shock is not sufficient to kill
the animal on account of the poor in-
sulation.

If any one has an impatient disposi-
tion, he may do away with his watch -

BRASS -

M E.

BRASS
HiNGE

-F)G 2-

TOP or FENCE

ing, and construct a switch that will
announce the arrival of his victim. Get
two pieces of hard wood a foot long
and two inches wide, four blocks of
wood two inches long and an inch
square, an old bed spring and some
scraps of sheet brass (fig. 2). This is
sufficient material for two switches,
one for each end of the fence. As both
are made in the same manner, I will
describe one only. Nail the two blocks
on the top of the fence 10 inches apart.
Tack a piece of the sheet brass, two
inches by three-quarters, on the top of

M E.

1,22. Or rf ICL Ew.Tcm

COIL BATrfRY BELL

11111111111'

KeY
-FIG. 97

one block. Cut the bed spring in half,
and using one piece for each switch,
nail it midway between the blocks.
Now take the one foot length of board
and fasten it, by means of a hinge, on
the other block. Having made the
other switch in like manner. Con-

nect them in parallel, and connect up

a bell and battery in series with them
,(fig. 3).

Now when the cat steps on the
board, the brass pieces come in contact
with each other and the bell rings.
Then press the key, and the cat will

be shocked.
Contributed by Robert C. Skelly.

STATIC EXPERIMENTAL
APPARATUS.

The following apparatus can be used
with the static machine described in the

July issue.
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Fig. 1, A and B are hooks which are
very handy for charging Leyden jars and
holding other apparatus. They are
pieces of wire (about No. 18) twisted
two or three times around the rod which
comes from the collectors and two or
three times around the spark rods. The
end should either have a ball on it or
else be bent in a circle as shown. The
hook should be about 1/4 inch across.

Fig. 2 shows a tube which gives a very
pretty effect in the dark. It is made of
a glass tube about 1/4 inch in diameter,
and 6 inches long. Cut a piece of tinfoil
1/8 inch wide and long enough to go the
full length of tube when wound in a spi-
ral, each turn being 1 inch apart. Next
give the tube a coat of medium thick shel-

- 1-

I L.9 I

rl E. - FIG- 2 --

lac and wind the tinfoil on as shown. Let
this dry twenty-four hours and then with
a sharp knife cut the tinfoil into squares,
being careful to cut way across the foil
at each place. Next give the ends a coat
of shellac for about an inch and wind a
piece of tinfoil on each end. This tube
should just fit the hooks on the static
machine and when the machine is in ac-
tion should light up with small blue
sparks. The balls of the machine should
be pulled as far apart as they will go.

Test -tubes make very good Leyden jars.
Fig. 3 shows a good method of making
them. They should be given a coat of
shellac on the inside and by means of a
round stick about a foot long and 1/4
inch in diameter should be covered with
tinfoil for about two-thirds of their
length. The bottom can be covered with
a round piece quite a little larger than
the diameter of the tube. Next give the
outside of the tube a coat of shellac and
cover with tinfoil for the same height.
Take a common stopple that will just fit
the tube and cut it off about 1/16 inch
above the tube. Give this and the out-
side of the tube above the tinfoil three
or four coats of shellac. The connection

to the inside coating is made by a rod ofbrass or copper about 2 inches
toiletthan the tube and 1/16 inch diameter.

At

F 10. 3
m.11.,

its top end solder a small brass ball 1/4inch diameter, or bend the end in a circle.
This rod should be passed through the
stopple in the middle and pushed down
until it touches the inside layer at the
bottom. To charge the jar lay the rod
in one of the hooks of the machine and
connect the outside to the other hook
with a wire. Two jars may be charged
at once by laying the rod of one in one
hook and the rod of the other in the
other hook and then connecting the out-
side coatings together. If the spark balls
of the machine are not too far apart a
large spark will pass between them every
time the jars get a sufficient charge. This
spark will light gasoline or puncture pa-
per.

Fig. 4 shows an insulating table made
of a glass insulator and a piece of plate
glass.

Contributed by L. W, DAVIS.

NOVEL WIRELESS.
The above sketch shows a wireless sys-

tem with which I have transmitted suc-

ME.

cessfully up to about one-half mile bY

using ten dry batteries on the buzzer. Te
helix must be adjusted well toget

the

also
right results. The condenser C must

be used in the ground.
Contributed by

MAXWELL ALBOX

(BUZZER
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ROW T0
MAKE A HOME-MADE

REVERSIBLE
MOTOR.

very simple reversible motor
A

can be
made as shown in the illustra-

tions.
The things. necessary for making

the motor
are: a piece of wood 12 inches

by 4 1/2 inches by 1/2 inch, for the

bas/2 wo 4 -.inch horseshoe magnets ; a

1/2 -i
inch

armature (which can be taken

from a small battery motor or can be

bought
for a few cents from any elec-

trical supply house) ; two binding posts
(from old dry batteries) ; two strips of

copper 2 inches long by 1/2 inch wide, for

the bearings; a block of wood 2 inches
long by 1 3/4 inches wide by 1 3/4
inches thick; a small reverse switch, as
shown in the illustration, and a pair of
brushes which can be made out of cop-
per.

N

For the bearings take two pieces of
copper 2 inches long by 1/2 inch wide,
about 1/2 inch from one end bend it
into the shape as shown in the illustra-
tion ; then about 3/4 inch on each side of
the magnet nail the bearings. The hole
in the bearing should be about 1/4 inch
from the top and should be just big
enough so as to let the armature revolve
freely. The armature is next put in place,
it is put between the bearings. If the top
magnet touches the armature bend it up
a little. For the brushes get two pieces
of copper 2 inches long and 1/2 inch
wide on one end and 1/4 inch wide on
the other end; about 1/8 of an inch from
one end make a small hole. For the brush
holders get two small blocks of wood. On
one side of the bearings nail a small block
of wood about 1/2 inch high by 1/4 inch
square; on top of this the brush is nailed.

-
h

It
'PERr-IA,t.r

MAGNET*

Z
O

BR,90-1E5

4R1-1A,URf
,- PERMANENT

',RUSHES

-,r

12"

The first thing we will start to make
will be the base. For the base take a piece
of wood 12 inches long by 4 1/2 inches
wide. by 1/2 inch thick; the base should
be made of soft wood, to make a nice
appearance the edges should be rounded
and sand-papered. Nqxt take one of the
horseshoe magnets and fasten it near the
center of the base with small nails. Then
2take the block of wood, which should be
1

inches long by 1 3/4 inches wide and
inches thick, and nail to it the

th-prseslioe magnet so that the back end of
find Magnet will be even with it. Now
of-thiput which is the north pole of each

magnets  the northall pole on mostly

°tile
-otaghenrets is narked by N. Now take

magnet and nail it oh the block
torn"nd so that the north pole of the bot-
of the

teagnet

is just below the north pole

ll magnet.

Sr., 're,.

Pos-rs

RPIERSNq
SWiTcw

r1-7 116.

This brush should be on the bottom side
of the commutator. For the other brush
holder take a small block of wood about
1 inch high by 1/4 inch square; this
should be nailed on the other side of the
bearing, on this the other brush is nailed,
which should be on top of the commuta-
tor. The motor is now complete with the
exception of the reverse switch and the

wiring. The reverse switch can be made

as shown in the illustration. The wiring

is shown by the dotted lines. If at first
the motor will not run, take a piece of tin
about 2 inches long by 1/2 inch wide and
put it on the two north poles of the mag-

nets. This motor will run very fast in
either direction, if two or three batteries
are connected in series and if properly
made.

Contributed by WM. DETTMER

and MICHAEL SCHLOSSER. -
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Our wireless Station and our Laboratory Contest will be continued every month
until furtherhanvoetice,

Thebest photograph for each contest is awarded a monthly prize of Three ($3) Dollars. If yoclear photograph send it at once ; you are doing yourself an injustice if you don't. If you uhave a .good,station or a laboratory (no matter how small) have a photograph taken of it by all means. Photo 'reealused will be returned in 30 days.
graPhs notPLEASE NOTE THAT THE DESCRIPTION OF STATION MUST NOT BE LONGER THAN ,,,,,WORDS, AND THAT IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT ONLY ONE SIDE OF THE SHEET ISTEN UPON. SHEET MUST BE TYPEWRITTEN OR WRITTEN BY PEN. DO NOT USEWCIL. NO DESCRIPTION

ADHERED
WILL BE ENTERED IN THE CONTEST UNLESS THESE RS".ARE CLOSELY TO. LESIt is also advisable to send two prints of the photograph (one toned dark and one light) sohave the choice of the one best suited for reproduction. we can

This competition is open freely to all who may desire to compete, without charge or consideration
of anykind. Prospective contestants need not be subscribers for (the publication) in order to be entitled to com-pete for the prizes offered.

FIRST PRIZE. THREE DOLLARS
Herewith are photographs of my

wireless station :
The sending side consists of two

open core transformers, Y4 K. W., with

primaries and secondaries in series, at
left, also my helix, which is of 24 feet,
of No. 6 brass wire, supported on small-

porcelain insulators ; spark gap is

mounted on top of helix, which is E.
I. Co.'s; sending condenser is seen to
right of helix, which consists of three
photograph plates 8x10. Electrolytic
interrupter to extreme right was made
by myself, large battery jar, lead plate,
and copper wire inside of a glass tube;
the glass tube has a small hole in the

bottom, allowing the solution to enter,and good results have been obtained'
with this simple interrupter. Key isnot shown, being mounted to right of
sending set.

Receiving side is of E. I. Co.'s prod-
uct entirely, as can be seen, which is
as follows : Large tuning coil, to right
of this is variable condenser, in front
will be seen a detector stand. The.
light shown in front of condenser
shows that receiving set is in opera-
tion, and in front of tuning coil is a
fixed condenser; potentiometer is in
front of light.

The antenna is as follows : 1400
feet from my station is located a city
water tower, which is about 175 feet
high, one end of the antenna is fast-
ened to the top of this tower (which is
of brick) and two wires separated 3
feet apart run from the tower to my
station, as stated before, 1400 feet in
length. I have two baby antenna=
which start 200 feet from my station
and run to main antenna, giving me
approximately 3500 feet of number 14
aluminum wire up in the air; the build-
ing in which my station is located is
but 50 feet high. This is the best sta-
tion I believe within a radius of 300
miles, as far as the antenna is concern-
ed, even better than Clark's or the

United Wireless Telegraph Co. owing
of course to the great amount of wire
which is up in the air, giving me an

immense receiving capacity.
Cleveland, 0. C. C. HALL

HONORABLE MENTION.
Enclosed find flashlight photos o.1

my laboratory. Most of my experi-

menting is done with the wireless ap-
paratus which was started about the
years ago. The receiving is done AV ith

five detectors, three of which are

shown mounted in the centre of the

1
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i re. The coil is run on the 110
n

rctCti. circuit
in connection with the

la' resistance
shown to the left of

the picture.
The tuning coil rectifier

and etc., were made from directions re -
MODERN ELECTRICS, as well

ceived from

as diagrams the connection. I find the
auto coherer the best for local work,
the electrolytic detector being used on-
ly for long distance experimenting.

ANTON HENDERSON.
B. C., Canada. Victoria, B. C.

HONORABLE MENTION.
Enclosed find a photo. of my wireless

station. At the right may be seen my
receiving apparatus ; it was constructed
by myself with the exception of the tele-
phone receivers (I have a new pair of
head receivers since this photo was ta-
ken). The receiving apparatus consists
Of two tuners, one double and one single
slide, about 300 meters each, and are
wooden cores, 2 3/4 inches by 13 inches,
wound with No. 24 D. C. C. wire. Also 3

detect°

kori, alts,
eaarborundum silicon, and peri-
mde by

1111111.--

myself. I have also

a rheostat to regulate the battery current
and a switch to cut in one, two or three
batteries and also a switch to short circuit
the detectors when I send and a double
pole double throw switch to throw in or
cut out the batteries.

My sending outfit consists of a 1 -inch
spark coil, with which I telegraph to a
friend across the river without any
trouble, a plate condenser which consists
of six 8 x 10 photograph plates. I am
constructing a 1/2 K. W. transformer
and have just completed the primary
windings. I have heard many ships on
the ocean, also Atlantic City, A. X.;
Manhattan Beach, D. F., and New York,
W. A.; Brooklyn Navy Yard, P. T., and
Wilmington, Del., D. U., without any
trouble excepting the last named, as this
one was faint.

I have got most of my helpful hints
from MODERN ELECTRICS. I am a mem-
ber of W. A. 0. A. My receiving outfit
is wired like the United Wireless system,
and although I am within 50 feet of an
arc lamp and trolley wire and alternating
current wires pass  the house, I cannot
hear any of them. FRANK MERRITT.

New Jersey.
HONORABLE MENTION.

I enclose herewith photo of my wire-
less station.

I have been experimenting for about
two years with wireless. My outfit
comprises the following :

Six different detectors : two of sili-
con, one carborundum, one molybden-
ite, one electrolytic and one perikon.
Two tuning coils, two thousand -ohm
receivers, fixed condenser, make up my
receiving. A two-inch coil, set of E.
I. Co. adjustable condensers, a helix,
and one E. I. Co. key. I have attained
much of my success through your
widely known magazine, MODERN ELEC-

TRICS. FRED DAHLEN,
Bronx, New York City.
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---7Electrical Patents for the Month
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943.069. SPACE TELEGItmAePly...Liocaz,77,..
SeMril:','York, N. Y.. asst./Ler, bY

est Radio aTelephone
Corporation of New York No.470,782.

Filed Jan. 29, 1907. Serial No. 354,863. ./' Serial No. 452,280.
. a.. next Be.,

9 Wog
1. The combination with a source of electrical energy

and a circuit Including an
electrical capacity, of a dis-

charger comprising an evacuated vessel, two electrodes
osealed therein, and mean. maintaining a Mated gas in said 5'

some.

942,823 AUTOMATIC CUT -OFF PALL Dixon, At-
lanta Ga. Filed Des 20. 1907. Serial No. 407.284
1. The combination with fluid -conducting means and
cut ott therefor, of movable means connected to said

.cat off and normally stationary when Initially set, and
automatically controlled means continuously movable
when set, said automatically controlled means being set
by the movement of said movable mean. In one direr -
than, and said movable means being operated at a pre
determined Ilene by the movement of said automatically
controlled means in the opposite direction of movement,
aubetantaally as described.

942,665 METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR HZ
PEATING TELEPHONE . CURRENT& Plana' A-
CalaPBSIA., Blmmileid, N. J. Filed July 20. 1909, Se-
rial No. 508.633.

I. The method of repeati.g telephone currents. whieh
eonsista in charging a series of condensers in turn from
en incoming circuit. mechanically separating the plate. of
the charged condensers to turn. and discharging the con-
densers in turn in an outgoing circuit, substantially as
described.

643,960. SYSTEM OF DIRECTED WIRELESS TELEG-
RAPHY. RTTOIlit Beth.° and ALEVIAND1r0 Yost, Faris,
Frame. Filed Oct. 1. 1907. Serial No. 395.386.

A system of directed trmsmission for wireless tele.
replay stations, tomprising for the aerial part of the trans.
witting station several dirigible aerials in a dated position,
combined with bred windings inserted in the conducting
part of the &ext.'s, a wave generator and a rotary device
which Is connected to the wave generator and which ex-
cites the fixed windings, substantially a, described and for
the purpose set forth.

rd

f

1. In A device for use fie a reslatance In an electric cl,
cult, in combination, a closed conducting metal envelop,
particles of a resisting material filling said envelop and
Iwo terminal, extending through nod Insulated from op.
posite ends of the said envelop and embedded in the saidparticles.

943.232. COMBINED BURGLAR-ALAR3I AND AUTO
'MATIC CAMERA.. Joann.. C. taut, Montreal, Que
bee, Canada. . Filed Oct. 19, 1906. Serial No. 458,358

1. A machine of the character described comprising a
normally open electric circuit. a camera adapted to use
photographic plates, means for operating the shutter
mechanism of said camera, an arc in the aforesaid electric
circuit, fusible means adapted to hold said shutter operat-
ing mechanism in inoperative position and extending in
the path of said arc. and means for closing said circuit to
complete the arc therein.

944,08d. RHEOSTAT. HEOnOOT L. TRULSIALL. Some,
rille. Masa. Filed Aug. 20, 1909. Serial No. 513.782.

1. A fluid rheostat comprising a vessel, an electrically
conductive and resistant Bald in said vessel, a pair of
electrodes having their terminals submerged in said fluid, a
slide movably munted oh said teasel, supporting one of
said electrodes and adapted to more the same relatively
to the other electrode, a bar of conductive material secured
to said vessel and insulated from the last nanvd electrode
and from said fluid, and a Contacting part carried by said
slide, connected with the electrode carried by the slide
and baying a movable engagement with said tsar.

942,335 INSULATING -SUPPORT FOR HIGH-TENSION
CONDUCTORS. RALPH D. laisasyron. New York. N. Y.
Filed Feb. 5, 1908. Serial. No. 414,308.

1 An Ines toting support for high tension condo tore,
comprising a framed structure having insulating struc-
tural meMbers for resolving mechanical forces originating
In the conductor Into components and connected each to
oppose forces substantially in one direction only, as set
forth.

I. In an incandescent lamp, a hollow body Comprising
a series of transparent concaved sides and a concaved end,
said aides and end being coated Interiorly with a reflect.
lag medium.

942,897. APPARATUS FOR RECEIVING &DISARMS
SOUNDS. THOMAS A. Gsaserr, Reigate, and Gluier
LoCsa. Crouch End, England. Filed Aug. 31, 1909.
Serial No. 515,439.

1. In apparatus for receiving submarine sound.. the
combination of a .magnerixed rod, means for connecting
one end of the rod to the side of a vessel, a mass fixed to
the other end of the rod, and means for detecting earls.

Bons in tbeMagnetism of the rod.

943,149. MOUTHPIECE FOR TELEPHONE.TRANSMIT.
TER& JOHN A, Jaattesost Harrison N. J. Filed Inc
8, 1909. Serial No. 56,10.

1 A mouthpiece for telephone transmitters, comprising
a trumpet member lifielog.a substantially straight tubular
00.9 Portion .open at both ends. and mama intermediate
of Raid ends for securing said body portion to a tram'
wirier.

944.040. OVERLOAD AND. REVERSE CURRENT
RE-

LAY. PItatis 0. Ennatot.r., Baltimore. and

E. Recacres, Derwood, Md. Filed Aug. 5. 1908. SLaaal

No. 447,082.

I. In an overload and reverse current re a). be eota

blnaIon of an unbalanced rotor, a system o ete BF."
stand an electrical contact. Meat. for producing a _..'".f...

Ron between the rot.. and the system of el ctre 01.11..-

ProPOrtIonal to the resultant phase
composition of

ea

current and voltage elements Of the circa ttoo be co.'

trolled, which current and voltage
rierients sre . OOP

pie relation to each other

Original Electrical Inventions for Which Letters Patent have Been Granted for Month Ending December 28.

Copy of any of the above Patents will be mailed on receipt of 10 cents.
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Queries
and questions pertaining to the electrical arts addressed to this department will be

tphueblbe

of
readers. C
charge. Oommon questinly

answers
9ns ,.i
to inqu

lliriebes pro mp
oftIygeneralansweredinterestby will

ail.be

published here for
ishe
onedfirfg allacrount of the large amount of inquiries received, it may not be possible to print all the

answers
in any one issue, as each has to take its turn. Correspondents should bear this in mind

questions will be answered either by mail or in this department.
uteri waritinqt

as allkreply is wanted by mail, a charge of 15 cents is made for each question. Special

information
requiring a large amount of calculation and labor cannot be furnished without remuner-

ation.
a .

on THE ORACLE
has no fixed rate for such work, but will inform the correspondent promptly

as
to the charges involved.
NAME AND

ADDRESS MUST ALWAYS BE GIVEN IN ALL LETTERS. WHEN WRIT-

ING ONLY ONE SIDE OF QUESTION SHEET MUST BE USED; DIAGRAMS AND

DRAWINGS
MUST INVARIABLY BE ON A SEPARATE SHEET. NOT MORE THAN

THREE
QUESTIONS MUST BE ASKED, NOR SHALL THE ORACLE ANSWER MORE

THAN THIS
NUMBER. NO ATTENTION PAID TO LETTERS NOT OBSERVING ABOVE

i RULES.
If You want anything electrical and don't know where to get it, THE ORACLE will give you

such information free.

tiM.411-71.4--AVIIM.4M,411-ACill-i"),4-7$.4411,4-1"/A11-5nAll-V,..
411-',. 411.--"ItsCdM. 4-71,.;11PPI,.;a1-1h.411-,04-0tUrPI&-IP5 f

WIRELESS CIRCUITS.
(427.) JOSEPH TATE, Illinois, asks:
1.-Give diagram how to connect the fol-

lowing: Tuning transformer (single slide
on each coil and 4 binding posts), 1 variable
condenser, 2 fixed condensers, Ferron and
also electrolytic detector, aerial switch, No.
8100, double head receivers. I have a po-
tentiometer for Electrolytic detector.

A. 1.-Diagram given below.

A. S.

M E.

Which is the primary on Clapp East -
ham's tuning transformer?

A. 2.-The outside coil of the Clapp
Eastham tuning transformer is the primary.

a-Diagram how to connect 2 -inch coil
Key, aerial switch 8100, adjustable condens-
er, zinc gap.

A. a-Diagram given below.

E

I

C

A

A_5

0

-o

0-

(428 )ilr.,EINCH SPARK COIL.
r_1 ' s- 14. ENGLAND, Ohio, writes :

tve dimensions of a 1 -inch spark coil.

A. 1.-Core 6/A inches long by 1/ inch-
es diameter. Primary wound with 8 ounces
No. 14 single cotton covered magnet wire.
Secondary 4Yi. by 23% inches in diameter
wound in four sections with 1% pounds of
No. 36 single silk covered magnet wire.
Condenser forty sheets tin foil 6 by 3 inch-
es. Voltage 8, amperage 4.

2.-Can 110 volt, alt. current, be used to
run the above coil?

A. 2.-Yes, provided that an electrolytic
interrupter is used in series with the pri-
mary.

3.-Where can I buy "compressed fibre?"
A. 3.-We suggest that you consult our

advertising columns.
RECEIVING DIAGRAM.

(429.) WM. SPENGEMANN, California,
writes :

1.-I have been experimenting with wire-
less telegraphy and have been trying to
find a way to connect up the following in-
struments. Please give diagram : 1 2 -slide
tuning coil, same as No. 9950 in Electro I.
Co., 1 3 -post tuning coil, 1 variable con-
denser, 2 fixed condensers, 1 carborundum
detector, 1 1,000 -ohm receiver, 1 potentio-
meter.

A. 1.-Diagram given below.

M E.

V.0

D

C
0 -

2.-Please also tell me how far I may re-
ceive messages with these instruments.

A. 2.-As you do not give the height of
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your aerial it is impossible for us to esti-
mate the distance you will receive mes-
sages.

CUTTING OUT ARC LIGHT.
(430.) CHAS. HORN, Bronx, asks :
1.-Kindly tell me at what length of dis-

tance I can receive with the following out-
fit : 4 -wire antenna, electrolytic detector,
potentiometer, 75 -ohm receiver and 7 dry
cells. Also have a 3 -point switch with hard
rubber base. Do you think that it is allright as it is not insulated at the points?
My antenna is. at the height of 50 feet on
one side and 20 feet on the other. I have
an air -tight condenser from a 1 -inch spark
coil and I want to cut out the noise froman arc lamp. How can I do it? I havetried a few ways and seem unsuccessful.

A. 2.-We suggest that you try the con-
nections as per diagram given below. It

is presumed that you have a double slide
tuning coil on which you may use a slide
direct to the ground.

TWO HUNDRED MILE SET.
(431.) M. V. WOODRUFF, California, asks:
1.-What apparatus would be necessary

to transmit 200 miles?
A. 1.-You would require at least a 1

K. W. closed core transformer in connec-
tion with a suitable helix and high tension
condenser. Your aerial wires are placed
too close together; same shouiu be spread
at least three or four feet apart.

2.-Would you advise transformer or
coil?

A. 2.-We refer you to answer to ques-
tion one.

3.-What would be the approximate cost
of set complete?

A. 3.-Approximately $225.00
LEYDEN JAR.

(432.) RAY MALCOLM, Missouri, writes:
1.-I have made a Leyden jar as follows:

I got a quart fruit jar (clear glass) and
lined the inside and outside with a double
coat of tinfoil. With a piece of soft pine I
turned out a cork that fitted the top of the
can tight and melted beeswax and poured
around the edge of the cork which made
the jar air -tight. Through the top of the
jar I inserted a copper wire with a lead ball
fastened to the tipper end. On the end that
goes in the jar is a strip of tinfoil which
makes contact with the innercoating. Is
this jar made properly? If not, what does
it lack? And how am I to charge it?

Alt tlau MTh ist Er ibt
aInstruments

desi and manufacture Mechanical
and Rjed,.._.and Apparatusof precision

for all purposes7MULLER & JABLONSKY
Etat-tail 31tuftruntritt Maims

62 CORTLANDT STREET NEW YORK
EXPERIMENTAL AND MODEL WORKSPECIAL MACHINERY, TOOL AND FIXTURES

When writing please mention "Modern Elect:rice

Magnet Wire
At fabulous low prices. Ask for quota-
tion on size, style and quantity desired.
S. M. COHN C, CO., 83 Fulton Street,

. NEW YORK CITY

When writing please mention "Modern Electric,."

WIRELESS APPARATUS
and Electrical Supplies

SPECIAL
.Lf K. W. Transformer $22.00. % K. W. $31.75N. K. W. $42.75. 1 K. W. $55.50
with 10,000 to 20,000 volt secondary, wound in sections on
circular core with hard fibre tube over all the windings.

Spark Gaps, Spark Coils all sizes, Sending Helix,
Keys and Switches.

THE IMPROVED SILICON DETECTOR
Tuning Coils, Potentiometers, Condensers, sliding

rotary, fixed, and series multiple, also combination to
use in connection with rotary switch control.

Telephone Receivers, hard rubber case, with nickel
plated head band adjustable, also gold diaphgram and
six foot cord $3.00.

THE WIRELESS EQUIPMENT CO.
ARLINGTON, MD.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrice

HOLTZER-CABOT

Wireless Operator's

HEAD RECEIVERS
Double Head Band, Leather

Covered and Padded, Pneu-
matic Air Cushions, complete
with cords, as shown.
500 ohm $101000 ohm VI

1500 " 12 2000 " 13

Write for discount and
Booklet No. 20-11-2.
Continental Code Card 7x9 in.
Free with each Receiver.

THE HOLTZER-CABOT ELECTRIC CO.

Chicago ill. Brookline, Mass,

When writing please mention "Modern riaetrisis."

PATENTS That Protect
and Pay

WATSON E. COLEMAN,
Registered Patent Attorney,

Advice and Book Free; Highest References;
Best Service

612 F Street, N. W. WASHINGTON, D. C.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics.'
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paid positions which the American
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train you to fill ?

Many poorly paid but ambitious men
have over -come greater obstacles than
those which confront you - have been
trained by the American School to fill a
good position at big pay.

It is easy to acquire training. Choose
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and mailing the coupon below. Let us
send you a complete solution of your
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The American School is the greatest practical
training school in the world. It will corm: to you
no matter where you live and train you in your
spare time-in your own home.
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A. 1.-We consider that the Leyden jar
is constructed fairly well for a home-made
one. It may be charged with a static ma-
chine. We would suggest that you secure
any good book on static electricity which
will give you many points on the various
experiments which may be performed with
a Leyden jar. To charge with spark coil

see illustration. Between the balls, G a
blue crashing spark will appear.

SENDING HELIX.
(433.) EARL G. HENDERSON, Pennsyl-

vania, asks:
1.-Is the Electro Importing Co.'s dou

ble slide loose coupling receiving trans-
former better than the single slide, and
wherein do they differ in working?

A. 1.-Yes, because finer adjustments
may be made. However, there is practical-
ly no difference in the working qualities.

2.-Enclosed please find a diagram of a
sending helix that I devised myself so that
I would not have to bother with clips. It
is composed of four brass rods each 30
inches long and one -quarter of an inch in
diameter, as you will see there are three
sliders. The first one connects the two
middle rods and forms the helix proper,
while the two outside ones practically act
as clips in connection with the sliders. I

would like to know whether this arrange-
ment would work, for although I can send
messages when using it, yet there seems
to be no energy sent out through the aerial
and ground as I can shunt my hand across
the antenna switch while sending and not
experience the least shock. If this would
work as a sending helix, would you kindly
tell me approximately what wave length it
would add?

A. 2.-We do not think much of the de-
sign of the sending tuning coil. It cannot
properly be called a helix as the word helix
practically means circular, and it is the in-
ductive effect of the helix which really adds
length to the wave. We are of the opin-
ion that the instrument described by you
would instead of adding to the wave length
destroy the oscillatory effect and conse-

Fa,y,

quently there would be little or no radia-
tion of energy from the antenna. Diagram

nc
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which you submitted is reproduced here-
with.

3. -Would diagram No. 2 work, and can
it be made any simpler? It is a diagram of
connecting instruments in connection with
a call station.

A. 3. -We are unable to suggest any
change in the diagram which you show;
same is reproduced herewith.

AERIAL.
(434.) CHANDLER BATES, New York,

writes :
1.-I have a 1 -inch spark coil and would

like to know how many dry batteries (Co-
lumbia) I would need to spark it.

A. 1. -You must use three sets of eight
dry batteries in each set connected in se-
ries multiple to operate this coil to any de-gree of satisfaction.

2.-I have an aerial of German silver
wire 250 feet long with two strands, six
feet apart, and 60 feet high. Would anyother aerial be better?

A. 2. -German silver wire is practicallyof no use in the construction of an aerial.The resistance of this wire is quite highand offers an interference to the passageof the rather weak currents utilized in re-ceiving wireless messages.. Aluminum or
copper wire is infinitely superior for use inconstruction of aerials.

RECEIVING RADIUS.
(435.) C. ROGERS, Massachusetts, writes:1. -How far can I receive with the fol-

lowing instruments: 1 'wire 275feet long, being 37 feet from the ground, a700 -meter tuner, 100-ohm receiver, silicon-detector and a paper condenser and a wa-ter pipe for a ground? Also with a 1000 -ohm receiver and same instruments?
A. 1.-200 to 300 miles.
2. -What is a four -point spark coil?
A. 2. -We do not understand the termused. Please give sketch or illustration.

AERIAL SWITCH.
(436.) CARL E. SPITZ, Butte, Mont.,writes :
1.-I made a loop aerial switch, describ-ed in one of the late issues of MODERN ELEC-nucs, and when I try to send out a long

wave the discharge jumps all around. I amusing the Massie connections.
A. 1. -The switch which you have con-structed is probably not large enough totake care of the power you are using. Raise

the upper connecting contacts 1 to 2 inches.
TRANSFORMER.

(437.) HERBERT MEES., Montana, writes :
1.-I made a 500 -Watt transformer coilof the following dimensions: Core 14

inches long by 11/2 inches in diameter cov-ered with three layers of No. 16 D. C. C.
magnet wire, with 12 pounds No. 29 S. C.C. magnet wire wound in one section. Iuse 110 volt A. C., an electrolytic interrupt-er in series with the coil. I get a long,
stringy spark with 1-quart Leyden jar andwhen I put more condenser on it cuts thespark short, and it has a frying sound,
which is no good for wireless. I have triednearly all the diagrams I have seen in
MODERN ELECTRICS with no success. Pleasetell me what is wrong.

A. 1. -It would seem to us that yourspark gap is too short, or, in other words,

Wireless
apparatus. Get our pamphlet. and see thelow prices we are making.

zaentio,,
TREMBLY ELECTRIC

grade wireless

We carry a corn.
Pete line of high

CO,CENTERVILLE, - -
IOWA

When writing please mention "Modern Electnce

LIST of PRACTICAL 10 -CENT BOOKS
No. 1. How to Make a Dynamo.
No. 2. How to Make a Telephone.
No. 3. How to Make an Electric Motor.No. 4. How to Make a Storage Battery.No. 5. How to Make a Wimshurst Electric Machine,No. 6. How to Make a Magneto Machine.No. 7. How to Make a Medical Induction

Coil.No. 8. How to Make a Pocket Accumulator.
No. 9. How to Make a Plunge Battery.
No. 10. How to Make a Voltmeter.
No. 11. How to Make a Galvanometer.
No. 12. How to Make a Hand Dynamo.
No. 13. How to Make a Talking Machine.
No. 14. How to Make a 1-8 H. P. Dynamo or Motor.No. 15. How to Make a Toy Motor.
No. 16. How to Make an Electric Bell.
No. 17. How to Make a Telegraph Instrument.
No. 18. How to Wind Armatures.
No. 19. How to Wind Field -Magnets.
No. 20. How to Make an Ammeter.
No. 21. how to Make a Thermostat.
No. 22. Motor Rotation.
No. 23. How to Make an Electric Soldering Iron.
No. 24. How to Make a Small Electric Heater.
No. 25. How to Make an Electric Furnace.
No. 26. how to Make a Hand Feed Arc Lamp.
No. -27. How to Make a Jump Spark Coil.
No. 28. How to Make a Rheostat.
All Books ILLUSTRATED with Working Drawings.

PRICE 10 CENTS EACH
M. Bubier Publishing Company, Lynn, Mass. U. S. A.

When writing please mention "Modern Electncs."
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WM. C. HOCKING & CO., 499 Marine Bldg.. Chicago
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Have You An Idea?
If so write for our Books: "Why Patents Pay,"

"what

to Invent," 100 Mechanical Movements," and a Treatise

on Perpetual Motions -50 Illustrations. All mailed fee.

F. DIETRICH & CO., Patent Lawyers and Exp

60 Ouray Block, Washington, D. C.

When writing please mention "Modern Electric'.
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National

eash
Registers

Electrically
Operated

One of the newest features applied to a Na-
tional Cash Register is a 1-8 horse -power motor.

This operates the Register by a mere pressure
of operating key, and stops automatically
when the record is completed.

Incandescent lights opposite the indicators
light up automatically when the record is being
made and go out after the cash drawer is closed.
These light up brightly and draw every one's
attention to the amount recorded. This publicity
gives absolute protection and insurts the correct
amount being registered.

These two features add greatly to the value of
a National Cash Register.

National Cash Registers Stop Mistakes,
Atop Losses, Increase Trade and Increase
rofits.
We manufacture over zoo different styles and

sizes.

Over 800,000 have been sold in all parts of the
world,

Sold as low as $15.00. Easy monthly pay-.
merits if desired.
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he National Cash Register Co.
28th St. & Broadway, New York
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"'I'll? Please mention "Modern Electrics."

you do not use enough capacity to cut the
spark down to the proper length. Use a
large condenser.

2.-Please give diagram of how to con-
nect 2 rheostats, one 10 -ohm and one 1 -
ohm, so they will work together on one
detector.

A. 2.-Diagram given below.

To DETECTOR

M.E.

RI-4E057AT

SPARK COIL.
(438.) EDGAR. RAMSDEN, Massachusetts,.

asks:
1.-Will you kindly inform me how large

a spark this coil will give: Core 8 inches
long, 4 inches in diameter, primary 4 lay-

ers No. 20 D. C. C., secondary 2 pounds of
No. 30 S. C. C.; paper and shellac between
each layer?

A. 1.-We think that the design of the
coil is very poor. If you are able to ob-

tain a inch spark from same you will be
doing very well. You should only have 2'
layers on primary. The secondary is not
sufficiently insulated. It should be boiled

in paraffine.
2.-How many dry cells will be required

to operate it?
A. 2.-Three sets of six dry cells con-

nected in series multiple must be used to
give any satisfaction whatsoever.

3.-Please give a diagram of how to con-
nect a condenser to this coil so as to give
the best results for wireless.

A. 3.-Diagram given below.

P

TO
CURRENT

M -E-

A

SPARK COIL.
(439.) T. HUNTINGTON, Brooklyn, N. Y.,.

asks:1.-What would be the spark length of
the following: Core 11 inches long, 1 inch
in diameter, wound with 2 layers of No. 14
B. & S. as primary, secondary wound with
4 pounds of No. 34 B. & S.

A. 1.-3% to 4 inches.
2.-Kindly tell me how many batteries I

would need and how to connect them.
A. 2.-Probably about 10 to 12 volts and

4 amperes. It would be preferable to use
a 12 -volt 60 A. H. storage battery on this
coil.

3.-What would be the transmitting dis-
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tance of the coil mentioned above in con-
nection with 6 pint Leyden jars, Morse
key, sending helix, zinc spark gap, with an
aerial 30 feet long, one end of which is 50
feet high, the other being 40 feet high;
eight wires 12 inches apart.

A. 3.-25 to 30 miles.
LAMP TO WARM BED.

(440.) FRANK X. KEILING, Newark, N.
J., writes :

1.---I would like to make a small heater
for 110 volts A. C. from German silver
wire. I would like to use this heater in a
bed for keeping a sick person's feet warm.
Kindly advise me how much German silver
wire will be required, also size of wire-
one that will not set fire to the bed clothes
nor be too hot for the patient to endure.

A. 1.-We would suggest that instead
of trying to make the heater which you de-
scribed from German silver wire, you use
a tubular 110 -volt lamp wrapped in asbes-
tos and thoroughly protected. This makes
a very good form of heater.

2.-Could I use a zinc plate inch thick
' in the Ideal battery described on page 152

of MODERN ELECTRICS Aug., 1908, issue, in-
stead of sheet zinc?

A. 2.-Most assuredly.
3.-How many Daniel batteries would be

required to operate a %-inch induction coil
to the fullest extent, Daniel cells giving a
voltage of 1.079. Size of cell is the ordi-
nary salamoniac battery's glass jar. I in-
tend to use a porous pot in the batteries.

A. 3.-You would have to use at least
18 Daniel cells connected in series multiple
3 sets of six.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.
(441.) VICK AZEE, Missouri writes:
1.-How could I become a good electrical

engineer? I have not sufficient funds to
go to the college and -how long will it take?
I know the principles of electricity, but this
is all.

A. 1.-We would suggest that you
write to the New York Electrical Trade
School, or to either of the Correspondence
Schools advertised in our columns. They
will give you more information on the sub-ject than it is possible for us to give you.

STATIC MACHINE.
(442.) J. W. HARRISON, Alabama, writes:
1.-I have just completed the static ma-

chine described in the July, 1909, issue of
MODERN ELECTRICS and it fails to generate
under any weather conditions. I have fol-
lowed the instructions carefully, except Ihave made the sectors a little wider than
the dimensions given and used a wood
washer between the plates instead of ahard rubber one. Every part is made care-
fully and neatly, and I do not see why it
does not generate. I purchased the shellac
varnish from a paint store. Can you sug-gest anything? Is it possible that it needsto be charged? If so, how can I do sowithout another machine?

A. 1. -In all probability the varnishwhich you used contains some mineral salt.It is also possible that the neutralizingbrushes are placed at the wrong angle; tryadjusting same in different ways.
2.-Should the brushes on the neutraliz-ing rods touch the next sector before itgets entirely off the first one?

SOME HEADS
And What They Earn

Statistics show that of 3542 men in

various positions, 2803 earn only about
$15.00 a week; 586 earn between that
and $5000 a year; 117 between $5000
and $10,000; 36 from $10,000 to $15,000.

The better qualified the man, the higher
the salary.

To command the right salary you must have
the right training. If you lack the right train
ing the International Correspondence Schools
of Scranton will impart it to you in your spare
time. If you have a liking for some special line
of work the I. C. S. will make you an expert
in that particular line. You will not have to
leave home while qualifying. The only pre.
liminary schooling required is the ability to
read and write.

The way to find out all about it is most simple.
Just mark and mail the attached coupon.
Doing so costs you nothing and entails no
obligation.

The First Step
to Success

Marking the coupon will prove to be the first
step toward joining the thousands of successful
students who at the rate of 30o every mouth are
VOLUNTARILY reporting advancement in sal
ary and position directly traceable to I. C. S.

training. During September the number wasp&

Mark the coupon NOW with the full knowledge that

the Business of This Place is to Raise Salaries-to rose
yoursalary. Finding out costs nothing. Mark the coupon.

International Correspondence Schools,
Box 99Z. SCRANTON, PA. AI

Please explain, without further obligation on 10'4;e ,
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Faucet WATER MOTORS
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A New Wireless Transformer
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A. 2.-If the neutralizing brushes touch
two sectors on one side at the same time
it will destroy the generative effect of the
machine. Each brush should touch one sec-
tor on the opposite side of the plate to pro-
duce the right results.

3. -What purpose are the neutralizing
rods and brushes for? Do they generate
electricity by the friction on the sectors,
or are they merely to connect the two sec-
tors on the opposite edges of the plates?

A. 3.-The neutralizing brushes serve
the purpose of collecting the static elec-
tricity from the sectors.

WAVE LENGTHS.
(443.) RAY P. WILSON, New Jersey, asks:
1.-If one's wave -length was 100 metres

without the tuning coil, and he was expect-
ing some one to call him, would he not
have to have the slider at the point where
no wire was added to the aerial?

A. 1.-Yes.
2.-Suppose I wanted to call up some one

with a wave -length of 150 m., how do I
know where to place the clips on the
helix?

A. 2.-This may only be determined by
the use of an instrument known as a wave
meter, or else continuous adjusting.

3.-Is the instrument called the "tuning
transformer," on page 438 of March, 1909,
issue the same as the "loose coupler?"

A. 3.-Yes.
SENDING HELIX.

(444.) RALPH TERRY, Wisconsin, asks:
1.-Which would you consider best for a

1 -kilowatt sending station, an oscillation
transformer or simply a common sending
helix?

A. 1.-We prefer the sending helix.
2.-What size wire should be used on the

above helix or transformer? Number of
turns on primary and secondary of trans-
former (if you think transformer best) and
number of turns on helix and diameter of
helix (if you think that best).

2.-Ten turns of No. 0 aluminum
wire made into a helix 14 inches in diame-
ter.

3.-About how many square feet or
square inches of tinfoil should be used in
the secondary circuit of a 1 -kilowatt open
core transformer for a capacity?

A. 3.-You should use about twelve
glass plates 14 by 17 connected in series
multiple with tinfoil 10 by 13.

WIRELESS QUERIES.
(445.) CHARLES A. Hiss, Maryland,

writes :1.-How far can I receive with a 40 -foot
aerial composed of two 65 -foot strands of
No. 16 bare copper wire, double slide tuner,
fixed condenser, silicon detector, and pr.
of 1200 -ohm receiver?

A. 1.-200 to 300 miles.
2.-What would be the receiving radius

with aerial 40 feet high, loop antenna of
two wires 135 feet long, variable condenser,
tuning transformer, silicon detector, fixed
condenser, and pair of 1200 -Ohm phones?

A. 2.-250 to 400 miles.
3.-If I should move my instruments

down into the cellar from where I have it
on the third floor would my receiving ra-
dius be much greater?
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A. 3.-We think possibly that there
might be a gain of about 10 per cent., but
this may only be determined correctly by
your own experiments.

ALUMINUM HELIX.
(446.) CLARENCE K. APPLEBY, Providence,

R. I., writes :
1.-Which is the better wire to use for

a sending helix, aluminum or brass, and
why?

A. 1.-We prefer aluminum wire, as it
is lighter, does not corrode and is much
neater in appearance than the brass wire.
It is also considerably cheaper.

2.-Where can I buy %-inch aluminum
wire?

A. 2.-Electro Importing Co., No. 86
West Broadway, New York City.

3.-How many feet of aluminum wire of
this size are there in a pound?

A. 3.-Of No. 0 aluminum wire there are
about eleven feet to the pound.

LICENSE FOR WIRELESS.
(447.) NOTCH HILL, B. C., writes :
1.-Using "Electro"-Loose coupler, po-

tentiometer, variable condenser and elec-
trolytic detector, with 1000 -ohm amateur
receiver. What is the nature of the noise
(signals) heard in the receiver? Is it just
clicks, or can one kind of hear the spark at
transmitting station? If it is a click, is
there a return click as on a sounder?

A. 1.-Sound heard  in the receivers is
very much like the sound of the spark at
the sending end, only a great deal weaker,
of course. There are no clicks similar to
the sounder.

2.-With the above outfit, what is the
furthest I can get signals with aerial of 4No. 14 aluminum wires on spreaders, 4
inches apart, hung from window of house,
down two stories, outside to operating
room (about 30 feet), insulated well from
the house, of course.

A. 2.-Your aerial wires are placed too
close together. We would suggest that you
spread same at least two feet apart. After
doing so you would probably be able to re-
ceive messages over a distance of 300 to 400
miles.

3.-Is it necessary to have a license for
a receiving station only, in England?

A. 3.-England and all its colonies have
the same law regarding wireless, viz., a li-
cense must be obtained by writing the post-
master. It is usually granted.

INDUCTIVE TUNER.
(448.) KARING M. HEWUN, Florida,

writes :
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1, --Please
inform

me what size wire to use

en the of
and what size on the sec -

p0 of an
inductive tuner.

'A. 1.-You
should use No. 22 wire

oldapryrimary

and No. 28 wire on the seocn-

2._piease give me connections for in -

tuner,
variable condensers, silicon

ddeutctcht'

straightened
head phones and fixed condenser,

using straightened
antenna.

2.-Diagram
given below.

3._piease give me the United Wireless

Tel. Co.'s
connection for double slide tun-

ing coil detector, phones ands looped anten-

A. 3.-As far as we know the Unitedna.

Wireless
does not use what is known as

the double slide tuner.

PATENTS
TRADEMARKS AND COPYRIGHTS

SECURED OR fEE RETURNED
Send model or sketch and description of your invention for

fret search of the U. S. Patent Office records.
Our Four Books mailed Free to any address. Send for

these books; the finest publications ever issued for free
distribution.

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT
Our illustrated eighty page Guide Book is an invaluable

book of reference for inventors and contains 100 mechanical
movements illustrated and described.

FORTUNES IN PATENTS
Tells how to invent for profit and gives history of suc-

cessful inventions. Also list of Patent buyers.
WHAT TO INVENT

Contains a valuable list of Inventions Wanted and sug-
gestions concerning profitable fields of inventions. Also
information regarding prizes offered for inventions, among
which is a

PRIZE OP ONE fIILLION DOLLARS]
offered for one invention and $10,060 for others.

PATENTS THAT PAY
Contains fac-similes of unsolicited letters from our clients

who have built up profitable enterprises founded upon pat-
ents procured by us. Also indorsements from prominentinventors,

manufacturers, Senators, Congressmen, Gover-nors ptc.I

HE ADVERTISE OUR CLIENT'S INVENTIONSFREE in a list of Sunday Newspapers with two million
circulation and in the World's Progress. Sample Copy Free.

Electrical Case a Specialty.

VICTOR J. EVANS 8; CO.
(Formerly Evans, Wilkens & Co.)

Main Offices, 200 "F" Street, N. W.
WASHINGTON, D. C.

When
w'i'ning please mention "Modern Electrica."

WIRE-LESS TELEGRAPHY
Strai,tenttto_day,

to our nearest office, for full descrip-of our new wireless goods, Among theTim, Portant are the I. W. Oil Key, Double Slide*care ien,, Wound with silk covered wire, 750 metersSannot 117 and the I. W. Electrolytic Interrupter ;
eteas, ourrack, break or emit fumes. Will greatly

2,006711 transmitting radius. Our Double Head
ferZt Then's,. is unequalled by any other on the

r Price is no higher than vou pay for in -
"eat qu /. Variable and fixed condensers of theAre a ity.

deactia" not inteSeed , ! ths, rested? Our printed !natter
1 10 day. nd other equally efficient nstrumentts

INTtRNATT
L

-nna,
., -ONAL WIRELESS CO., Dept. D.Ohi......,___

°. Box 17, Univ. Sta., Los
1414'"trt-tti; - -L

" m
-- -- Angeles, Cal.

a -
ni

mentiontton "Modern Electects."IIM_

Are you prepared for this call-no matter from which
department it comes? Just think what it would mean
to have constantly at your elbow for consultation an
expert on the very problems that puzzle you. That's
Just what you would have in the

CYCLOPEDIA OF
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Applied Electricity
Six Big Volumes-Bound in Half Morocco -2,896 Pages

7x10 inches-printed on special paper in large,
sdiclear type -2,000 full page plates,

diagrams, formulas, etc.
Written by thirty expert Electrical Engineers, the biggest
men in the profession. It is a working guide for the
student or practical electrician, or a ready reference work
for the expert. -

Examine the Books at our Expense
So confident are we that the books are just what you

want, that we will send them to you by prepaid express-
you keep the books 5 days -examine them carefully, test
them, apply them to your every day work. If satisfied
that the books are the most complete and comprehensive
work ever published on electricity, keep them, send $2.00
within five days and $2.00a month until you have paid
$18.80, the special introductory price --the regular list
price is $36.00. If not suited to your needs, notify us.
We will send for them at our expense. Fill in and mail
the coupon today-the books will be sent you at once.

IMPORTANT SUBJECTS TREATED
Electric Wiring - Electric Telegraph - Wireless
Telegraph y-Telautograph -Theory, Calculation,
Design and Construction of Generators and rlotors
-Elevators-Direct Current rlo tors -Direct-Driven
rlachlne Shop Tools-Electric Lighting-Electric
Railways-Single Phase Electric Rallway-rlan-
agement of Dynamos and rlotors -Power Station 5-
Central Station Engineering-Storage Batteries-
Power Transmission-Alternating Current rla-
ch Inery -Teleph ony -Automatic Telephone -W i re-
les s Telephony-Telegraphone, etc.

Fora short time we will include, as a monthly supple-
ment, absolutely free of charge, for one year, the TECH-
NICAL WORLD MAGAZINE. This is a regular $1.50
monthly, full of Twentieth Century Scientific facts,
written in popular form. Also contains the latest discus-
sions on timely topics ininvention, discovery, industry,
etc.

FREE OFFER COUPON

American School of Correspondence,
. Chicago, U. S. A.

Please send me Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity for five days
free examination. Also T. W. for one year. I will send $2
within five days and $2 a month until 1 have paid 18.80; or
notify you and hold the books subject to your order. Title not
to pass until fully paid.

NAME

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION

EMPLOYER

Mod. Elec., I-Io
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advertisements in this column 2

cents a word, no display of any kind.
Payable in advance, stamps not ac-
cepted. Count 7 words per line. Min-
imum, 2 lines. Heavy face type 4
cents a word. Minimum, 3 lines.

Advertisements under "Wireless"
5 cents a word. Minimum, 4 lines.
Wireless books and blueprints notlisted under "Wireless," 2 cents aword.

Advertisements for the Feb. issue mustbe In our hands by Jan. 25.

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.
STUDY) ELECTRICITY AT HOME-A completeelectrical course at home, containing 80 -page detailbook, 220 -page text -book, 200 experiments andever 100 pieces of apparatus. Price, complete, only$5.60. Catalogue M. E. S." explains this andother remarkable offers. Thomas M. St. John, 848Ninth Ave., New York.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."
YOU WITHOUT THE WIRES! Increase theefficiency of your station by using one of our Inde-pendent Interrupters on your coil. You will neverbe bothered by sticking of contacts or any otherirregularities in the transmission of your messages.Middle West Wireless Specialty Co., 505 Nortonave., Kansas City, Missouri.

When wilting please mention "Modern Ellsotrios "
FASCINATING ELECTRIC STORE WINDOWDisplay, Magic Optical Illusion Box. Makes ar-ticles appear and disappear continuously. To Agent$6 net. Description, how made, 10 stamps. BuffaloMechanical and Electrical Laboratory, 157 ErieBank, Buffalo. N. Y.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS, BLUEPRINTS, ETC.
WIRELESS. CODES. Send 10e. for blue printshowing Morse, Continental and Navy Codes.A. C. Austin. Jr.. Hasbrouck Heights, N. J.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."
FOR SALE.-Practically new set Cyclopedia ofApplied Electricity in five volumes, well bound inhalf morocco leather. Treats of dynamos, motors,storage batteries, current measurements, wiring, tele-graph, telephony, exchange, lighting, railways, powerstations, alternating current, power transmission, etc.Cost $19.00-will sell for $8.00. Address, Henry Ward,124 East 52nd street, Chicago, Ill.
When writing please mention "Modern Electric's."
64 -PAGE BOOK, how to make static machine,telephone, electrotypes, etc., 200 illustrations, 10c.prepaid. B. E. Bunch, Marshall, Mo.

When writing please mention "Modern Electric/1.-
LEARN WIRELESS RIGHT! Complete workingdrawings and circuit for constructing a 800 -mile re-ceiving station at home, 50c. G. Young, Pasadena,Cal.

When writing please mention "Modern Electries."
I. LYING MACHINE Demon, 25c. French mono-plane self -propeller, 75c. Aeroplane, exact modelfamous aviator, own power, $1.25. Write us. Box133, Station A, San Antonio, Tex.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."
WIRELESS

ARE YOU BUILDING A CSIL? We have JustImported a stock of THE BEST NORWEGIANCORE WIRE, No. 22. FINELY ANNEALED.The wire is cut in straight lengths from 6 in.to 24 in. NOT IN COILS. Price per pound20 cents. ORDER AT ONCE AS SUPPLY ISLIMITED. ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., 86zWest Broadway, N. Y.
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

SPECIAL! Enameled Resistance Wire; 800 ohms.25 cents. Enameled copper, 300 feet number 28 or 126feet number 24, 25 cents. Number 40, 50 cents per1.000 ohms. Cardboard tubes. 5 inch, 25 cents foot ;4 and 3 1-2, 15 cents foot. Middlesex Wireless SupplyCompany, 94 Antrim street, Cambridge, Mass.
When writing please mention "Modern Electric.." -

YOU BETwe have all up to date wireless
SUDDueg _carry more wireless gOOds for the

Why-nu.

Market
St,

than any other house on the coast.
Wh-nu.express and freight, whe

prices?gn Rafegoods right here at right
from

Tuners, Condensers, Spark Coils from 1.2 '1,_,4 inch spark, oscillators,
Cohere law.?Static machines, in fact, anything

eieetrie7iyou want. Call or write. It will payPAUL SEILER ELECTRIC WORKS,San Francisco, Cal.
When writing please mention "Modern Electrice
IN my advertisement which appeared in "ModernElectrics," November issue, wherein I offered

to sellthe perikon and silicon detectors, I find that I haveinadvertently infringed the patents owned by theWireless Specialty Apparatus Company, and I here.by inform any intended purchasers that I cannotsupply the articles I advertised. Allen E. Dudley,Milford, Mass.
When writing please mention "Modern Eleetrles."
TO WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS EVERY.WHERE, FREE DETECTORS. I have discovereda new crystal detector and claim it is superior toany other. I have a great quantity on hand andwill be glad to furnish large crystals FREE to allwho apply, as I want your opinion. I would like

wireless experimenters everywhere to try this de.tector at my expense. Apply at once by mail to
William Dubilier, 54 and 56 Clinton st., Newark, N. J.
When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

SPECIAL PRICES. -1,000 -ohm wireless receiver,double pole, solid hard rubber case, wound with cop-per wire, $1.75. "National" receivng condenser, ?Ac.
Waterhouse Bros., Bourne, Mass.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

WIRELESS BARGAINS. Zincite and Copper
Pyrites, 50e per set. Brass Cups silver plated
for mounting crystals with solder, loe each.
No. 36 S. S. C. IRON wire for Marconi magnetic
Detector, 50e per ounce. No. 30 (11-2 WV
S. S. covered copper wire for high resistancephones. 60e for spool containing exactly1000 ohms. Wollaston wire, .0005, lge..0001, 25e ; silicon fused, large piece 1Se.
Molybdenite, more sensitive than silicon 10e
large piece. Graphite carbon cup for eleetwe.
lytic detector, 20e. Selenium metal in sticks
for selenium cells, large piece, 25c. StIonP__
for 125 page catalog. El ectro Importing LIN
86-Z West Broadway, N. Y. City.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics"..

FOR SALE.
WANTED. Complete sending and receiving_ set,

or good receiver set only. Write quick to B. Laza-
rus, 536 1-2 Main st., Winnipeg, Canada.
When writing please mention "Modern Electrlea"
FOR SALE.-Tesla Coil, $25.00; Transmitting Ile

lax, $10.00; Condenser, $25.00; Double Slide Tuner,
$10.00; also other apparatus described in articles 1p

Heightspre
o uNissues.. Write A. C. Austin, Jr., Hasbrouck

When writing please mention "Modern Vestres."
FOR SALE. One K. W. transformer, $10.

Wireless automatic tape-reeorder, $10.00. 1 1.2 h.
water motor, $5.00. 14 pounds of new No. ahead
covered wire, $18.00. 6,000 -ohm H. C. wireless
receivers,ss. $8.00. G. Wilson, 20 St. Stephen st.,
Mass.

Boston,

When writing please mention ''Modern Vectries."

FOR SALE.-Wireless outfit, sending all4drite.ey

ceiving, for $10.00. Also electrical apparatus. Si

Allen, 630 Graymont, Birmingham, Ala.
When wilting please mention "Modern NIetrioa,..

rulp-t2erK,K.W. Ti rpan. sformer $10. Electrolytic-int.,

& Co., East Bradys., -
$3. Lester E. Virsu

When writing please mention "Mode-i-n 1Cleetriet__

FOR SALE.-One 12 -in. WesternScheidelTes la
tion coil; also one American X -Ray Co.'s
No reasonable offer refused. A genuine bail"'
E. Gruendel, 2130 Osgood st., Chicago2 Ill'
When writing please mention "Modern Electric.'
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FOUR KINDS OF SERVICE
from one cent to one -quarter of a cent a word to the general public

ha ae ranging
The r- makes communication by telegraph an economic convenience

for every one. You can send

25 -word TELEGRAMS, any distance for 25c.
50 -word TELEPOSTS, any distance for 25c.

100 -word TELETAPES, any distance for 25c.
10 -word TELECARDS, any distance for 10c.

ATHOUSAND WORDS PER MINUTE over a single wire, when the

older Telegraph Companies average only fifteen words per minute,

makes possible the above -named rates and other startling innovations
in telegraph service that are sure to interest every progressive American.

q.kfter some months successful operation commercially in the East the Telepost first

Western section has been opened up. Offices are now open for_ business between St.
Louis and Sedalia, Mo., St. Louis to Springfield, and Aurora, Ill. St. Louis to Terre Haute,

and Indianapolis, Ind., and messages are transmitted at above rates.

eonstrue.ion is being ,pushed in many widely separated sections, and additional
cities are to be connected in rapid succession until every city in the United States is
given the Telepost's quick and accurate service, at rates so low that all can afford to carry
on their more important correspondence by wire.
q You Ought to know all about it.
911 interesting illustrated booklet has ueen prepared, describing in detail the invention,
asopera,.non, its economy, its rapidity and its accuracy. Mailed without cost to any one

king for Booklet No. 359.

Sterling Debenture Corporation
Brunswick

Building, Madison 511- New York City

When writing please mention "Modern Eleetries."
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The

American Wireless

Institute

Begs to announce the
opening of a branch
school in

NEW YORK CITY
Located at 114-116 Fifth Ave.

In the New

Merchant's Exchange Building

We cordially invite
you to inspect our
thoroughly equipped
school and method of
teaching

Wireless Engineering

OR

we will gladly snail
/Jai particulars upon
aftftlication.

When writing mew imitation "Modern R3111111.

----...1111111111111111ELECTRICS

THIS 15 THP
WONDE

R F STYL0
INK
Impossible roiecT,

PENCIL

To n-
troduce
this mar-
velous ink
pencil to
rea d er s of

MODERN
ELECTRICS

we will send
One sample pre-
paid for $1.00.
Regular price
strictly $2.00.
Dealers and Agents
write for interesting
proposition.
We also make electric
flash lights, batteries,
the famous Universal
dry cells, electric scarf
oins, Alladin electric gas
lighters, electric magic
lanterns; also the marvel-
ous DRY alcohol (in chunks)
Universal flaming cigar light-
er, sample sent by mail for
50c., etc. CATALOGUE FREE. 1

ripederins4Picmidle. d/
d

feedwaWire_rtleteselisentidrit:e.

therefore
a
one now. Order

these Peneugu2,1
In um,.

All editorials
andtext matter of Mop.

ERN ELECTRICS
are written with

Red Stylo

Ink

Pencils

Universal Novelty Co.
165 W.29th St., NewYork, N.Y.

VVher, writing please mention "Modern hlectrice
Ming.1211111.111.1111

Battery Bargain

No Extra

Charge for

Fahnestock

Connections

;Amite:sorra....

GLOBE;

Dry
Batten°

'

RATIONAL CARBON C°

°

132
Each

is dozen

lots

GLOBE
DRY CELL

Specially adapted to

experimental work.
PRESS Also used by contrac-
°"" tors becauseit is a good
HERE battery at low cost.

Splendid for bells, buzzers, etc.

National Carbon Company
CLEVELAND, 0.

When writing please mention "Modern Electric''''
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We Save You As Much As 40 Per Cent. On Your Subscriptions

MODERN ELECTRICS $1.00

COSMOPOLITAN, (or American, or Good Housekeeping) 1.50
REVIEW OF REVIEWS 3.00

Regular Price $5.50

OUR
PRICE
$3.00

Modern Eleetries $1.00
World's Work 3.00
Everybody's 1.30
Delineator 1.00

Regular Price - $6.50

Our
Price

$4°5

Modern Eleetries
Good Housekeeping
The Outlook

$1.00
1.00
3.00

Regular Price - $5.00

Our
Price

$4.25
Modern Eleetries $1.00
Pictorial Review

Cosmopolitan, (or American or
Good Housekeeping)

1.00

1.50
Regular Price - $3.50

Our
Price

$215

Modern Eleetries $1.00
Pearson's 1.50
Leslie's Weekly 5.00

Regular Price - $7.50

Our
Price
$5.40

Modern Eleetries $1.00
Review of Reviews 3.00
McClure's Magazine 1.50
Woman's Home Companion 1.50

Regular Price - $7.00

Our
Price
$4.20

Modern Eleetries $1.00
The World Today 1.50
Pearson's 1.50

Regular Price - $4.00

Our
Price
$2.40

MODERN ELEeTRIeS
IN CONNECTION

REGULAR OUR

With Ainslee's
REGULAR OUR

PRICE PRICE With Motor Boat
PRICE PRICE

: American Boy
$2 80 $1.80

The Musician
8 00 $2.30
2.50 1.89

The Book-keeper
2.00 1.45
200 1.45 " North American Review 5.00 4.30

.

Cosmopolite The Outlook 4.00 3.50
Cycle & Aurbile Trade Journal :2d:005°

1.50
2.50 1.80

Farm Journal
1.80 Pacific

2.50 1.50
Fruit Grower

2.00 1.45 Pearson's

2.00 1.33 Pictorial Review 200 1.50
Good Housekeeping 4 JX) 3.00
Gunter's Magazine

2.00 14;0 Popular Magazine
4.00 3.00

Harpers Magazine or Weekly. 5.00
2.00 Recreation

4.00 2.302.50

Bazar
4.30 " Review of Reviews

4.00 3.30
J2d1e's Weekly

2.00 1.30 Scientific American
4.00 2.30

Leslie'

6.00
1.50

5.00 Telephony
The Ladies World .... 4.00 3.05

11)Muserskly

1.10 Suburban Life
1.50

celure's
Magazine

L 6.00 5.00 " Success 2.00

1:110detrertiopolpirtaisen

3.50
2.50
2.50

2.50 " Sunset
1.80
1.'75

Travel
Women's Home Companion 2.25 1.70

2.50
2.50 1;3(1

1.75 1.30 " The World Today 2.00 1.40

We
1.vanadian and oreign Postage to be added to above prices.

ill gladly quote on any Magazine combination not listed above.

- iin-_ , Prompt and careful service assured.It i,
euhsible to get the Magazines quoted in our list cheaper elsewhere.

MAIL ALL ORDERS TO

atehrtrt EIrrtrirg Puhttratiott
e4 WEST BROADWAY :-: NEW YORK

Wible wil1t111 Swum issantion "SIR immotries."
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The ENDURANCE
E: Underwood

Standard Typewriter
Enables it to meet

the exacting re-

quirements of every

day usage

This is one of the reasons why UNDER WOODS are replacing other makes every % here

"The Machine You Will Eventually Buy"

UNDER WOOD TYPEWRITER CO., Inc.
241 Broadway New York

,% hen writing please mention "Modern Eleetrics."

De Forest Apparatus
DESIGNED BY EXPERTS

WIRELESS TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE
RECEIVING OR TRANSMITTING

HIGH CLASS APPARATUS OF ALL SORTS AT REASONABLE PRICES

Variometers, Loose Couplings, Variable Condensers of all sizes,
Helices and Spark Gaps, large and small, Heavy Transmitting Keyes,
Audion and Radion Detectors, Wavemeters, Telephone Receivers of
extreme sensitiveness, Complete Commercial Tuners, etc., etc.

R. J. VARIOMETER-A variable Tuning Coil without sliding contacts, or
a loose Coupling using rotating coils $16.00 Net

R. J. WAVEMETeR- A calibrated Receiving Set that will measure the
wave length you are using or of any station you can hear. Its variable
condenser can be used separately $20.00

R. J. HELIX & SPARK GAP-Equal to that used in most ship stations,$15.00
R. J LOOSE COUPLING -Rotating coil type to eliminate most extreme Id

interference $17.50
Most sensitive

$16.00
Technical advice and assistance gladly given to all purchasers. Call and see our

apparatus at our new offices in the Metropolitan Tower. What we sell is GOCD.
If you wish a REAL Wireless Station go to those who KNOW HOW ! Address

SALES DEPT.
I MADISON Ave.

RADIO TELEPHONE CO. NEW YOkK CITY

HEAD TEl EPHONE RECEIVERS-De Forest type.
known, light, fit the ears

Id

When writing please mention "Modern Eleetrics."
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0YANKEE" TOOL No. 15
"YANKEE"

'RATCHET SCREW DRIVER
W515

beauty-d
of this little

Di iver is the knurled washer on the
The

for handling
wabbly screws. You tutu them with

ji;eiehlimb and forefinger
while he handle steadies the blade

until they
are we'l set then using the Ratchet movement. A fine Driver for small wood

screws, but
espeollly useful for electrical work and work on small machinery, like sewing

mac
hints, typewriters, adding machines, etc A nice tool for the pocket.

Send for
"YANKEE" Tool Book-Your Dealer Sells "YANKEE" Tools

North Bros.
Manufacturing Co., Dept, M., Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

NORTH EIROS.areaco.
_.311/1,PA.0

PRICt
2In. Blade $0.40
3In. Blade . .45
4 -in. Blade .50
51n. Blade . .55

POSTPAID

554.00 pF iz DAY
The record CAMERA -SCOPEof the

And we can prove it. Anyone can operate it,
Makes 6 finished button photographs a min-
ute, Price of Camera -Scope, with supplies for
making 300 pictures (enough to pay fdr the
complete outfit, ta2 3.00. Extra buttons $1.
per hundred; extra frames, $1 50 per gross
Be independent and make money for yourself.
Write today.

W. S. MOUNTF000,
100a MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics.'

The Schoen Printing Co.

Printers
Magazines
Catalogues

Stationery, etc.

13 Vandewater Street, - NEW YORK
When writing please mention -Modern Eleictrice

Learn Telegraphy
At My Practical School

eChoolgraduating full-fledged operators. Estab-
lished 1874. Housed in its own large, modern build -

Equipped with It ft train wire. Endorsed by
Railroad and Western Union officials. Exclusive
methods. Teachers are practical experts. Living ex-

peoawearned Easy payments. Positions always open

-I will help von. Correspondence course if desired.
rse or Wireless. Catalog Free GPO. 111. DODGE.

Pres. Dodge's lastllate, 6th bt.,Valparsise. led.

=tint montion "Modern lelort,fr.

C. Q. D.
If you shop "C. 0. D.,"
No harm there can be-

If you have the "dough."
And if you shop "C. 0. D.,"
No harm still will be,

Even if your dough -00
Because you wire "C. Q. D."

And the dough
With great rapidity
Comes to U
P. D. Q.

"Fips."

Don't Wear
a Truss

Brooks' Appliance, the
modern scientific invention,
the wonderful new discovery
that cures rupture, will be
sent on trial. No obnoxious
springs or pads. has auto-
matic Air Cushions. Binds
and draws the broken parts
together as you would a

broken limb. No salves.
No lies. Durable, cheap.
Pat. Sept. 10, '01. Sent on

trial to prove it. Catalogue and measure blanks

mailed free. Send name and address to -day.

C. E. BROOKS, 1993 Brooks Bldg., Marshal, Mich.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

C. h. liflooKS,the Discoverer

PRICE

ANDANDTip STAR SAFETY RAZOR
Reputation from accomplished facts and not promises has carried the

Star Safety Razor through thirty successful years. The expense of large adver-

tising space
prohibits going into detail in regard to the Star Safety Razor. You

get value in this article and are not papaying
who have

for the aalsodvertitriedsemenunt.
Men w

thin
ho

have used this Razor for many years,andnumerous
blade Safety

Razors, state that THERE IS BUT ONE SAFETY RAZOR that

gives entire satisfaction-and
THAT IS THE "STAR."

Catalogue sent upon request.

KAMPFE BROTHERS, 28 Reade St., New York.
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CINCINNATI, OHIO

TEN THOUSAND TELEGRAPHERS WANTpr.by railroads, commercial companies and Wireless Companies. Only schools in America
WANTSby

TELEGRAPHy teuhwg

We operate fifteen Wireless Stations Main Line R R. Wires in each of our InstitutesSupervised by R. R. Officials. Write for prospectus.
NATIONAL TELEGRAPH INSTITUTE

PHILADELPHIA, PA, MEMPHIS, TENN. DAVENPORT, IOWA PORTLAND, ORE.

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

GvS

COLUMBIA,
S. C.

Have Your Printing
Done in New York

BECAUSE. it will COST LESS, express
and all.

BECAUSE. it will LOOK BETTER.

BECAUSE it will BE BETTER,

Have Your
Printing Done by GEO. I. WILSON & SON
BECAUSE they are New York's best printers.
BECAUSE they command the services of New York's best practical advertising writers.
BECAUSE they employ skillful and imaginative art sts.
BECAUSE they are constantly in touch with all the latest ideas.
BECAUSE they have the most up-to-date assortment of type.
BECAUSE they have the latest and best power presses and labor and time savingmachinery.
BECAUSE they have their own bindery.
BECAUSE they are experts at art work.
BECAUSE they know how to print from half-tones, an art whose existence is neversuspected by the average "printer."
BECAUSE they buy supplies in such large quantities that they can deliver a job for less

than others would pay for the paper.
BECAUSE they handle their business along business lines, discounting their bills and

receiving cash for their work.
BECAUSE they can turn out the average job in less than forty-eight hours, and actually doprint a major part of their work in twenty-four hours, a feat of which few other largeprinters in the country can truthfully boast.

just drop us a line, mentioning Modern Electrics.
GEO. I. WILSON & SON, -:- 35 JOHN ST., NEW YORK

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

Murdock Wireless Apparatus
OPERATOR'S HEAD RECEIVERS

We are the only manufacturers of Wire'ess Receivers that make a specilulti:
of Receivers for all requirements and conditions. Our_Receivers can_be '
nished in the following resistances.

Double Receivers, in Series, with Head Band, Cord and Bloch]
STYLE AM. STYLE at2.0°,(200 -Ohms.... $4.50 200 -Ohms ....$7.410

PRO.
3.001 -Ohm s '.. 0

. ;.1,00 " .... 5.30 1.000 " .... 9.00 4,000
.

14.00
1 ",500 .... 11.7.0 1,500 " .... 10.00 5.000 " 15.00
2,0, 0 " .... 7.7,0 2,000 " ..,. 11.00 6,000 " -
8,000 " .... 8.30

STYLE "AM."

THEY ARE THE BEST!
Getjour November list of "Quality" Wireless Apparatus. Everything Yd-S.

WM. J. MURDOCK & CO.,1 MAO'40 CARTER STREET CHELSEA.
Chicago : 324 nearborn CE "San Franciccl: g t4 colsom St.

When 'a riling please mention "Modern Electrles '

LEKONICSLOWSETIPi;D&:T3.0L
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Nirst Annual Mffirtal

artm Cur Vonk
The only book of this kind in existance. It contains the location,

call letters, wave length, power, etc., of

0
ft72 WirtIto tiutts in thee linitrh *Ultra nub Tanaba

U. S. Atlantic and Inland Stations 90
" Pacifiic Shore Stations . 60
" Navy Stations . . . 51
' Army Stations . 50
" Revenue Cutters Stations 22
" Navy Vessels Stations . 185

Hawaii Stations . 7

Merchant Vessels in the Atlantic, Pacific & Great Lakes 350
Canadian Stations 39
Cuban Stations . 3

U. S. Amateur Stations . . 115

Total . 972
If you have a wireless station this book will be invaluable to you. When receiving

messages you will know at once where from they originate. NO MORE GUESSWORK as
heretofore. The Wireless Blue Book creates a new interest in wireless as it enables every experi-
menter to accurately estimate the range of his outfit.

It took four months to comp,le the data of the Blue honk and it is warranted to be correct
n every respect YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT IT.
tr'l PRICE, 10c BY flA IL. Cash or stamps (only U. S., no foreign ones) taken

Modern Electrics Publication, 84 W. Broadway, New York

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

VERJOHNSON
SAFETY AUTOMATIC
REVOLVER

til,leriev point to the difference between the posi-
Auto. and absolutely safe Iver Johnson Safety
ties.ralsic Revolves- and the imitation near -safe -
hem They have some device added to them to make
is ihen,erar-safe. The safety feature of the Iver Johnson Safely
1, n in
,hatk Lg mechanism itself-not some spring or button device to pull or press.

-74uY You can, in perfect safety-not near-safety-kick it, cuff it, knock it, or

HAMMER THE HAMMER
"SHOTS," our booklet, tells all about it in a plain, simple way, so you
Can't go astray on the SAFE revolver question. Sand Jar it-FREE.

Richly ,i,,,_,
3-lcch bari"lecl. 22 calibre

Johnson Safety Hammer Revolver

el.°r38Calibre center -fire, 334 -inch barrel, - - - $6
(Extra length barrel or blued

re rim -fire or 32 calibre center -fire,

ter -fire

Richly .

4libre ilecul'eled, 32 calibre .barrel,3% -inch

Johnson Safety Hammerless Revolver
finish at slight extra cost)

lw-incri i:aerni.teelr-fire, 3 -inch .or. 38. $7 (Extra length barrel or blued

S 1

finish at slight extra cost)

-r"fte, Drive° 1ardware and Sporting Goods dealers everywhere, or
sent prepaid eoennrebcaerripet.of

dealer will not supply. Look for the owl's head on
grin and our name

N:ilblu.c1RChambers Street.
il JOHNSON'S ARMS & CYCLE WORKS, 323

River Street, Fitchburg, Mass.

Iver
rg, Germanys:inPgiclicheuben 4.

V '/Ohnson
London, England 1 13 Cullum Street, E. C.San Francisco: Phil. B. BekeartMarket St,

Barrel Shotguns and Truss Bridge Bicycles

Wizen writing please mention "Modern lillaetries."
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FREE
TWO BOOKS:

61 Page
" Inventor's Guide"

AND
64 -Pe go

"Proof of Fortunes in
Patents

What and now to
Invent."

FREE
T h e above - entitled

books will tell you How
to Secure Money to ' Pat-
ent " Your Invention,
How to Sell Your Patent,
and ALL about the

GREAT SUCCESS
OF MY CLIENTS

Trade -mar. a, Copyrights,
Prints, Labels. Registered.

ADVICE PREE.

Correspondence Solicited.

I advert se my

Patents THAT Pa
"MY TRADE -MARK"

PROTECT YOUR IDEA!
REFERENCES;

"Your 6u5iness will have my personal attention.-"E. E. V.

SPECIAL OFFER
Send me sketches or drawing or model and

description of your idea or invention for
FREE examination of U. S. PATENT OFFICE
Records and report as to patentability of the
same;-to find out as to whether you are en-
titled to a patent will not cost anything;-
then, if your invention is new, upon receiving
instructions, I will prepare, ALL necessary,
(application) papers. DO THIS AND SAVE
TIME AND MONEY.

WRITE NOW

American National

New

LEIrtehomlArgr:sraphhp;65:1-1;3.;:'akT:41\117:

Farmers fg.00 IN

New Yo ''

YrPkreUcIty::

LittleGiantHa 111--'"
C

N v

The Parry StatilosrCie:gryo.u'rCe.oy'
'1111

Oklahoma City '0'ii.

TheBell Campstiw ConduitPi

n tCleveland,vel and:0-
The Iowa Mfg.oCsok.,1001:1:

Sam'l Allen &DS.onnsvMAi
1

The Garl Electric Co.,

Superior Mfg. Co., Sidney, 0
TidnamTkelahol.PmolaPole Co.,

Oklahoma City, 0th
Bernhard eurst, Vienna,

1. Austria-Hungary,
Compound MootookrlyCno:,

clients' patents free in a magazine having a two million circulation.

MY (FEE RETURNED IF " PATENT " IS NOT ALLOWED
( SEE ABOVE LIST OF REFERENCES-THEY TALK! )1

HIGH CLASS WORK EXCELLENT TESTIMONIALS
(SUCCESSFUL CLIENTS IN EVERY SECTION OF THE U. S.

Expert -Prompt Services Highest References 809 ST., N. W

E. E. V ROO MA N
Registered Patent Attorney

Patent Litivatioo
9 PATENT LAWYER, ash., 0,C,

My offices are located across he street from the U. S. Patent Office

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

PRACTICAL C n
ELECTRICITY, V C

In Twelve Lessons by
the BRANCH METHOD

Six monthly volumes, profusely illustrated with
diagrams, circuits and working drawings.

HIGHEST ENDORSEMENTS
A complete course of home study on electricity
in all its branches. Simple, practical, compre-
hensive.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER.
The regular price of this Course of Study is
$10.00. For a limited time, to introduce it to
readers of MODERN ELECTRICS, we offer
it for only $6.50-50c down and $1.00 a month
for the balance. We will send you the first
two lessons upon receipt of order and include
with same a consultation certificate, entitling
you to the advice and assistance of electrical
experts on all questions arising in this Course
of Study.
Remember, This liberal, special of-

fer is limited, so act
promptly. You do not want to miss this great
chance.
BRANCH PUB. CO., 46 Van Buren st., Chic.

Enclosed find 50c. Please send me Practical
Electricity in Twelve Lessons, Branch Method
-six volumes with consultation certificate as
per special offer in MODERN ELECTRICS.
I promise to pay the balance, $6.00, monthly
on receipt of lessons, at $1 per month, title
not to pass till paid in full.
Name
Address
Town State

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

arm EIrrtrini Viubtr
Here it is. You've waited long enough for it. S'on

do not have to hunt all through the house to find a

particular copy of rIODERN FLEGTRICS-our
new

M. B. Binder keeps them together. It is the most

etTe- rtm d8aottetebninduepr

and will last a

lifetime.1tworks
automatic a nd

yon tcanhaadd ueel

:1c2ePacYropyieNtos:ilalnwboobd:ita..1tall,

the end of t.lri

hBaoveu
beav uti o

I

containing to orti

formation,
electricalrti ca I

foil dark red'''.

i n 10 seconds.

as

You will never be without.coa.tii enjaffiengdgienNs:
ei:::wilitilitiPole°sri tc:::e"e °rre

you've tried it. ()illy by ordering Id; bill of

5w0e eicaEbledTtso sell Eitpaxtitnh.e ridiculous
lots Pr's-

Asalni other magazines ask $1.00 for ideniicallyr°roit`
ezcePt

We know that every"M.E." reader will send

No stain ps, nor out of town checks acceps,---

if 10c exchange is added).

MocaBkroRamdwaEyLECTRICS
PUBLICATION

New
York

West

city

When writing please mention ..3"eim
Elect rico

ri



GROBET SWISS FILES

And Other high Grade Tools

/re sliown
in our catalog:

Send your name and address

postal and
mention this

paper and we will send free

our catalog goNTGOMERY az,

103 Fulton street,
New York City

iNeen writing please mention "Modern Electrics."

We wish to buy a number of back is-

sues from April, 1908, to September,
1908, inclusive.

We shall pay a good

price for these issues, if in good condi-

tion. We would like to hear at once
from readers who, desire to dispose of
above copies.

MODERN ELECTRICS .503

TELEGRAPHY TAUGHT
in the shortest possible time.

The Omnigraph Automatic Trans-
mitter combined with standard key
and sounder. Sends you telegraph
messages at any speed just as an
expert operator would. 5 styles
$2 up ; circular free.

Omnlgraph Mfg. Co.
89% Cortlandt St., New YORK

writing please mention "Modern Electric.."

THE CONSTRUCTION OF A
SENDING CONDENSER.

(Continued from Page 4f 8)

to binding post F. Lugs D go to switch
5; B goes to a switch marked 2, while
C goes to the other one of the same
number and A goes to the remaining
switch 1.

Now, a word as to the operation of
this set. By referring to Fig. 5, it will
be seen that switch 1 has only one
condenser, switch No. 2 has two, as its
condenser plate is between two others,
the same is true of the second switch

E

marked 2. The switch numbered 5 hastwo whole and one half plate (2x3 ins.)making
5 condensers. Thus the boxcontains
10 condensers, any number o

w;hich may be used; for instance if d_e-.s!ed '7
, condensers thrown across thebinding posts in Fig. 5, we throw on

scwir,itches 5 and 2 ; 3 condensers and we-se the contacts at switches 1 and 2,and

Por wireless use shunt a
1.ace'ss the

spark gap
andterminals of the coil

e thehelix condensers in series
and ,:i Vary the contacts of the latterthe

re
switches on the condenser until

loudest

t

INclreesiving station gets messages the
in then the two stations will bene,

When

tirrtnium Tattling
containing over 600 electrical articles
anyone of which you may acquire for
NOTHING, simply by getting us new
subscribers will be sent you on receipt
of 2c stamp.

MODERN ELECTRICSi PUBLICATION
S4 West Broadway, New York

LEARN TO BE A WATCHMAKER
Bradley Polytechnic Institute

Horclogical Department A
Peoria, Illinois

FORMERLY PARSONS NOROLOGICAL INST.
Largest and Best Watch

School In America
We teach Watch Work. Jewelry,
Engraving. Clock Work, Optics,

Tuition reasonable. Board and rooms near school at mod-
erate rates. Send for Catalog of Information.

When writing please mention "Modern Eleotrlas.'

Deafness
NOW CURABLE

If your hearing is affected in any
way or to any degree you are sure to
find relief by using the lately per-
fected electrical hearing devices, the

AUROPHONE AND
THE A U RAS ACE

The AuI ophone is a powerful min-
iature electrical telephone which
magnifies sound waves so that an
affected ear may hear normally. The
Aurasage by its action on the middle
ear massages the ossicles so that the
natural hearing may be restored.
These two wonderful devices make
possible the Successful Treat-
ment of Deafness.
A Letter from One of Our Patrons.

i/ Mears Ear Phone Co.-Gentlemen:
After 3o years of deafness I have
discarded my speaking tube, and no
one would know that I have been
deaf. Your instrument has restored

my hearing. Words are inadequate to express my gratitude.-

H. R. French, 6844 Peoria Street, Chicago. Ill.
OUR FREE OFFER:

With every Aurbphone sent out we will for the next ninety

days, send the Aurasage
without extra charge, which is to

be used together with the Aurophone as long as you need it.

The use of the Aurasage costs you nothing, and its use in

conjunction with the Aurophone, is invaluable. Send the coupon

below for the free booklet and for further details of this offer as

well as a list of satisfied users in all parts of the world, who

will answer inquiries.

nears Ear Phone Co. (Inc.)45 West 34th St., New York

Branch offices: 65 East Randolph St. Chicago;

120 Boylston
St., Boston; 820 Witherspoon

Bldg., Phila. Pa.; ii6S Avenida de

Mayo, Buenos Aires, A. R., ; 25_nr ,VC,"

Boulevard des Ca puc ines,
Paris, France; 190

Name
Tircao°nron.gnetos,*°

tc;

Address::'7
State

Aurophone in use.
Practically invisible.

A2

MEARS EAR

PHONE CO.

45 West 34th St.,
New York Ciiy

without obligations to me.send
particulars of your special offer.

When writing please mention "Modern Electric..."
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CAT.

7

7

7

7

7

St 31.%.

7 43. co
7

7 Riay-Zdt.

7 aistxtok, It, 1. 15 ,

wireless goods, apparatus, novelties, in the U. 8 will

containing 128 pages, valuable nformation. vqr_elee"liassdortiaAbove are a FEW Selections of
NEW Electrical Cyclopedia Catalog No. 70 U R

cost of mailing.
.,be sent to you on receiptgrams wiRELEss CODES and the most conlcue"-

N. i

1  ' tverything for
the Experimenter" NEW RETAIL STORE, 69 WEST BROADWAY, NEVV

Electro Importing Co., 86-z W. Broadway, ,'

of 2 cents postage to col.;

yORft-

mem of w'

'me
ELECTRO
STORAGE
BATTERY
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#rirrtioto
THE OE LEO' RO' LOOSE COUPLER (Receiving Tuning Transformer)

(Patent Applied For)

is the latest word in wireless.

While an ordinary tuning coil is ad-

mirably
suited for ordinary work its noti

a success where exceedinglyfinetuning

is required.
In fact even the best tuner

cannot tune
within 10% accuracy. Further-

more, now when so very many

stations are working simultaneously,

we must have an instrument which is
capable of tuning to an exceedingly fine
degree-within 1% accuracy-and further-
more be able to ABSOLUTELY tune out

ANY unwanted station.
The loose coupler does this in an

astonishingly perfect way and in addition
will bring in distant stations 3-5 times
as clear and loud.

\o. 12000

The new instrument is nothing but a transformer which serves to increase the intensity of wireless signals
At the same time it is the most accurate tuner as yet devised. For this reason the 1 arge commercial stations and
government stations are using it exclusively now, as it enables them to work "th rough" other stations.

The loose coupler is not a new invention. It has been known for years, in fact has been used by European

governments for two years.
However, the experimenter has been deprived of its use as the cheapest on the market sell at an exceedingly

high price making it prohibitive for the average experimenter to procure this useful instrument.
We have been experimenting for long months to produce a loose coupler within the reach of everybody and as

usual succeeded. Not alone did we succeed but we improved the old type to such an extent that it has a far greater

selectivity than any similar instrument on the market NO MATTER WHAT ITS PRICE.
By means of our new secondary it is possible to "feel off" comparatively few turns of the primary and as each

layer (of the secondary) assists the other one, it will be easily understood why we obtain such marvelous results

with our instrument, never duplicated before.
Certain far off stations come in quite loudly even if the secondary is pulled clear out as far as it will go, that is

the air distance between primary and secondary is fully 6 inches.
If the instrument was well "in tune", we frequently heard a 2 K. \V. station 30 miles distant so loud that the

signals even when the phones were one foot from the ear, were plainly audible.
We found the connections as per diagram to give best results. The variable condenser is especially recom-

mended and will be of considerable value. Any detector can be used of course. Personally we prefer the "Electro-"

Lytic Detector as the signals come in very much louder.
The construction of the "Electro" Loose Coupler is of the highest perfection.

All wood parts are of quartered oak, metal parts nickel plated. The wire on

both primary and secondary is warranted to be the best black enameled wire. 5 hard

rubber binding posts are provided as shown. If the variable condenser is not used,

2 s post No. 1 remains unconnected.

 *."'"
The secondary is machine wound as it would be quite impossible to wind the

lr!",.41.4.0- mc

very fine wire otherwise. It is of course highly important that no wire of one layer

should cover any other, in other words the winding must be done with highest pre-

cision only made possible with  special winding machine.
Thegreatest secondary, projecting from the right has a square tube which slides on the square guiding rod with

and fortlei.a'se.
At the far end a hard rubber knob is provided

which serves as a handle to move the secondary back

We use noof sliding contacts to make connections with the secondary, a flexible cord passing through the center

A :toe:Pi lo caeorYp.ricinonanryects

with posts 4 and 5. No loose contacts possible.

a single sliding contact is provided with our well known slider used on our other instruments.

for w4rtProvided so that the slider cannot be moved beyond a certain
point. The secondary can be moved back and

Sire mak
he greatest possible ease and will not stick, or require

two hands to move as is the case with even expen-

Ind es. Our loose coupler is built topick up wave lengths
up to 800 meters and as the majority of commercial

oailyga"lerlament stations havep only a waypelength up to 600 meters, our instrument
will be found to respond in practi-

cases.
Adjustment: When connections are made and detector is adjusted, move secondary up to the centre of primary,

s ineN:eerw
weight 2%4'

till signalscome in loud; then move secondary back and forth till position is found where signals

"e
are j

the variable condenser is adjusted.
Dimensions: length of base 12 inches, width 6 inches, height

r a
lbs. No. 12000, the "Electro" Loose Coupler, (Patent applied for) as described,

iA

NO P"Ts SOLD.

INTRODUCTION PRICE $3,75
No. 12001 "Electro" Loose Coupler with two slides $4.00



FREE FAOBROBOEKAUTIFYING THE 1104
DEAs

OF VALUABLE
I

WE will send you free ofcharge our book " TheProper Treatment f orFloors, Woodwork and Furniture,"
two sample bottles of Johnson's

Wood Dye and a sample of Johnson's
Prepared Wax.

This text book of 50 pages is veryattractive -80 illustrations -44 of them
in color.

The results of our expensive experi-
ments are given therein.

There is absolutely no similarity between

Johnson's Wood Dye
and the ordinary stain." Water stains " and
spirit " stains " raise the grain of the wood. Oil
" stains " do not sink below the surface of the
wood or bring out the beauty of the grain.
Varnish " stains " are not stains at all. They are
merely surface coatings which produce a cheap,
shiny, painty finish. Johnson's Wood Dye is a
dye. It penetrates the wood; does not raise the
grain; retains the high lights and brings out the
beauty of the wood.

FOR ARTISTIC COLORING
OF ALL WOODS IN THE
FOLLOWING SHADES:

No. 126 Light Oak
No. 123 Dark Oak
No. 125 Mission Oak
No. 140 Manilla Oak
No. 110 Bog Oak
No. 128 Light Mahogany
No. 129 Dark Mahogany
No. 130 Weathered Oak
No. 131 Brown Weathered Oak
No. 13'2 Green Weathered Oak
No. 121 Moss Green
No. 122 Forest Green
No. 172 Flemish Oak
No. 178 Brown Flemish Oak
No. 180 Silver Gray

Johnson's Prepared Wax,
will not scratch or mar. It should be applied with a cloth; dries instant- / /
ly-rubbing with a dry cloth gives a velvety protecting finish of ' .4,"Q°....

:4great beauty. It can be used successfully over all finishes. .' c,,z.4 ..

° oz'''We want you to try Johnson's Wood Dye and pre- e+ aid ,
pared Wax at our expense. Fill out the attached cou- CO N, f.....

pon being careful to specify the shades of dye ¢w4' .4.
.0', .-ate

wanted. We will mail you promptly the booklet 4 ..,00+,..t,,0 z;;;-be,of.and samples Do not pass this page until you io + ,c,t7:- .e;4t. cp i ..
+0 4>e'05" ' '' '.have mailed the coupon. 0 00 b. 00 .'

.0`,
0, sc. .../ ......Nc 4 .S.S. C. Johnson & Son .4 c4305002), ce  . ..." ....

..* ..' ..0 ...\ \C. ..' .... . ...0. -... ''z .Racine, Wis. 0* ,,e' . . ...*c§c .'.e.e' 5:0*
.

....
cc, 60 0 .,e/ o.t ...."The Wood Finishing Authorities" , .s,''.8,:q,.t +,s'y ,,O ..

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics."
" Modern Electrics " guarantees the reliability of its advertisers


